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E L . < 2 i a  pr e F « ! E  
When first bsgtm in 1953» tho field investigations enbodied in this 
thesis w«r® oonoerned solely with factors affecting bob-white nesting and 
production on the Beoatur County Research Area in southern Iowa. Midway 
throu^ tho first period of field work an evaluation of work in progress 
indicated that conotMprent studies of bob-white whistling behavior oould 
be initiated without interfering with the production study, 
Althou^ the production and whistle studies are interrelated in that 
data for each were obtained on the same area, during the sane periods of 
investigation, and in the sane bob-white populations, the analyses, 
interpretations, and applications of each set of data are sufficiently 
distinct to justify separation* For this reason, tho production and 
whistle studies are considered as Farts 1 and II, respectively, in the 
ensuing thesis* 
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Piffif I. FACfORS AFFECTING PRODWJTION 
INTRODtJCTlON 
Investigations into the oomplexities of bob-white quail, Colinua 
2* virgiBianua L., life history, ecology and management wre initiated 
in 1935 by the Iowa Cooperative Wildlife Research tfcit on the 7713-acre 
Beoatur County Qoail Research Area in south-eentral Iowa. In the 
course of diverse investigations by staff and graduate students, spring 
and fall bob-white populati(^ data were gathered on the Decattir Area 
froffl the fall of 1935 through the fall of 19M. Field work was curtailed 
from 19M through 19AB, Censusing was resuned on the Decatur Area in the 
spring of 1949 and has been ccmtinued to the present, 
Ixanination and comparison of the spring and fall population figures 
for the period 1935 through 19AA with l^ose for the period 1949 throu^ 
1953 (Table 1) reveals the reason for the present study. Several important 
facts are apparent from the data. First, the average fall population for 
the years 194-9 throu# 1953 ( 558,8) is approximately only one-third the 
average fall populatidMa for the period 1935 through 1944 (1557), Second, 
the average spring populaticm for 1949 throui^ 1953 (336.4) is approxi­
mately one-half the average spring population for 1935 throu^ 1944 
(680,3). As important as the population figures themselves are the per­
cent rates of winter Icmis and summer increase in the two periods. In the 
1935 through 1944 period per cent wint«p losses ranged from 6.0 (estimated) 
to 87,8, averaging 51.71, Per cent summer gains during the same period 
ranged from 84.5 to 456,5t avcnraging 210,9« The per cent rates of summer 
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Table 1, Spring and fall bob-white population data on the Decatur 
County Eesearoh toea» 1935-M, l%9-53 
fear Number 
Winter loss 
(p&ip eent) 
JEalL 
Suomer increase 
Number (per cent) 
1935 Will WIWI — 508® 
1936 228® 55.7 736® 222.9 
1937 90^ 87.8 50ia 456.5 
1938 471® 6.0 1334® 183.2 
1939 1254® 6.0 2316® 84.5 
mo 389® 83.2 1549® 298,2 
19A1 673® 56.2 1690® 148,9 
1942 780® 53.8 2^62® 215.5 
1943 1136® 53.8 2974® 161.8 
1944 1102® 62.9 2500® 126.9 
1949 250® wwwe* 493® 97.2 
1950 331? 32,9 527® 59.2 
1951 420® 20.3 650° 54.8 
1952 430^ 33.9 630® 46.5 
1953 251° 60.2 496* 97.6 
Ave. 1935 
to 1944 680.3 51.71 1557.0 210,9 
Ay«. 1949 
to 1953 336.4 36.83 558.8 71,a 
%ata from Koaieky and Hendrickson (1952a) 
^ata from Gooden (1952a) 
®Data frem Koziclqr and Hendrickson (1952b) 
%ata from Boehnko (1953) 
®Data frcan Kozielqr and Hendrickson (195Aa) 
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increase are generally in accord with th® |srinoiple of invereity described 
by lrringt<m (1945) which states that spring to fall gains tend to be in 
Inverse ratio to spring populations. 
By contrast, the per cent rates of winter losses during the period 
1946 throu# 1953 range from 20,3 to 60.2, averaging 36,82 (Table 1), 
while the per cent rates of susmer gains range from 97.6 to A6.5» 
averaging 71,06, 
The significance of the above poptilation comparisems is illtustrated 
by a brief consideration of normal bob-white population changes on northern 
ranges, of which Iowa is rei^'esentative• The critical period in the life 
equation of the northern bob-white is winter and early sia'ing (Errington, 
1933). At this time food and cover are drastically reduced relative to 
summer and early fall. Coveys unable to locate in adequate cover adjacent 
to adequate food supplies are eaeposed to predation and the vagaries of 
weather and generally suffer severe IcMises. Some losses occur also in 
coveys relatively well situated. If wintering conditions are mild, 
population losses my be slii^t as evidenced by the estimated 6.0 per cent 
losses during 1938 and 1939 (Table 1). Prolonged, deep snowfall with 
accompanying sub-normal temperatures, however, may result in decimation 
even in coveys n«wmally well situated with respect to food and cover. 
The heavy losses of 1936 resulted from blissard coi»3itions which subjected 
bob-whites to extremes of low temperatiapes with deep snowdrifts which out 
off access to both food and cover (Green and Seed, 1936). Heavy, and 
frequently severe winter losses notwithstanding, northwn bob-white 
u 
populations demonstrate remarkable resiliency during subsequent breeding 
seasons as indicated above in the data for 1935 through 19AA. 
These characteristic populaticaa fluctuatimis, that is, build-up df 
populaticais d\iring summer breeding seasons in excess of winter carrying 
capacities with concomitant heavy, and frequently severe, winter reductions, 
is obscured in the data for 1949 throu^ 1953. During this period neither 
the total fall populations nor the per cent rates of summer increase 
approach those of the 1935 throu^ 1944 averages. Winter losses in the 1949 
through 1953 period not only have averaged less than in the earlier period 
but esdbibit less fltietuation fro® year to year. Winter losses and summer 
increases are approximately balanced, The fall and spring populations 
appear to be stabilized at depressed levels relative to 1935 through 1944. 
The relatively low and stable winter loss pattern, in addition to 
the absence of an upward trend in fall populations (Table 1), has led to 
the hypothesis that the factor or factors responsible for the depressed 
populations are operative dtiring the summer and early fall breeding and 
rearing seasons. The objeotive of this study, therefore, was to study 
the nesting and production of the bob-white on the Decatur Area in an 
attempt to determine and evaluate the factor or factors, if any, resulting 
in the observed depressed fall population levels. The methods of approach 
followed wereI (1) an intensive and extensive nesting and brood study in 
conjunction with (2) an analysis of cover changes between 1941, representa­
tive of the 1935 throuj^ 1944 period of hi# productivity, and 1950, 
representative of the 1949 through 1953 pericKi of depressed productivity. It 
was hoped that from the nesting and brood studies pertinent data could be 
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obtained on spring and sunmer nesting reqtdrements, Considered In 
oonjiinctlcaa with the oover changes, these data ni^t provide an explanation 
tap the observed! population changes. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The bob-white quail is an important meaber of the fauna of Iowa* 
It is held in high public este«ie not only as a gane dpeaies but also for 
its esthetic qualities. The extensive research conducted on bob-white 
ecology and mnageiaent in Iowa and ot^er states is a reflection of public 
Interest in the welfare of the species. 
Modern nesting and management studies of the bob-white date from 
the comprehensive work of Stcwidard (1931). Other nesting studies of the 
bob-white an southern ranges include those of Lehmann (1946) and l^rmalee 
(1955). Eighty-seven or 4,6 per cent of 189 nests examined Lehmann in 
1942 and 1943 were successful. Rainfall and coyote predation interactions 
were Important factors regulating quail reproduction in southwestern Texas* 
Barmalee found that thirty-seven or 62.9 per cent of fifty-nine nests in 
1951 were successful. Average or above winter or early spring rainfall 
was important in determining hatching and rearing success. 
Northern studies of the nesting of bob-#)ites include those of 
Errington (1933) in Wisconsin and Latham and Studholme (1952) in 
Pennsylvania. Thirty-four or 49 per cent of sixty-nine nests e^Kamined 
by Errington were successful. Thirty-one of the thirty-four nests produc«id 
420 young or an average of 13.6 per nest. In Pennsylvania nesting success 
occurred in twenty ®r 32.79 per cent of sixty-one nests. Human dis­
turbances and predation were primary causes of nest failure in Wisconsin, 
i^ile mowing operations and incidental human activities led the list in 
Pennsylvania. 
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Iowa investigations on nesting include Moorman's (19^2) study on the 
Decatur Area in 1940 and 1941 and Kliastra's (1949) study from 1946 throu^ 
1948 on the lldon Research Area in Davis County, Moorman analyzed thirty-
seven nests and nesting attempts in 1940 and 1941. Twelve or 32.4 per 
cent were successful, l¥edation accounted for most nest failiires. On the 
Bldon Area Klimstra found twenty-ei^t or 60.8 per cent of forty-six nests 
successful. Major causes of nest failure were predation, heavy rain, and 
interference* 
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STTOI AREA 
Th© Investigation was oondwoted on tb© 7713-acre Decatur Cotmty 
Research ktm in aouth-eentral Iowa, fhe Decatur Area actually ccMaprisea 
parts of Clay asi Jeffersaa Townships in western Wayne County in addition 
to parts of High Point and Woodland Townships in eastern Decatur County 
(Fig. 1). 
Inasmuch as the present study is an outgrowth of previous investigaticms 
on the Decatur Area, ^ e reason for its selecti^ as a study area is 
apparent. In addition to the accunulated data, other advantages acorueing 
from selection of the Decatur Area arei (l) it is representative of 
Iowa's primary quail range and (2) the cooperation and support of the 
landowners has been well established. 
Organiaaticaa of the Decatur County Eesearch Area and its physical and 
blotic features have been described and documented in detail by Sanders 
(1940), Moornan (1942), Mangold (1950), Gooden (1952b), and Boehnke (1954). 
The area was organized in 1933 and 1934 as two adjoining gane management 
areas totalling 6560 acres. In 1935 the areas were reorganized as an 
Experimental Bob-white Game Management Area for five years and the total 
acreage increased to 7713 acres. Of the total, 4739 acres comprise the 
north area, and 2974 acres comprise the sout^ area (Fig. 1). The majcr 
portion of the present study was conducted on the north area. 
The study area is drained primarily by Steele's Creek drainage ditch. 
Some level land is found in the bottomland adjoining Steele's Creek, but 
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for the most part th® terrain is sloping to hilly. Originally the tip-
landg were covered by a Ottersns-^arya assooiation and the drainages and 
lowland sites by an UlBaaaoFraxinas-Jttglana association. Extensive sheet 
and gully erosion has attended removal, Boatly for purposes of cultivation, 
of approximately 90 per cent of the original timber (Sanders, 194^0), 
Althou^ a few operatcjrs have initiated soil conservation methods, such as 
contour plowing and gully control, evidence of continuing erosion was 
apparent on most farms during the course of this study. Although a few 
tracts of mattare timber remain on the Decatur Area, most of the remaining 
timber was found in drainages and as cut^over, pastured areas. 
During 195A, a tract of approximately 400 acres on the north area 
was designated as an intensive nest search area. A different tract c£ 
about MO acres was similarly designated in 1955* 
The 1954 nest search area was located in the eastern 1/4 of Section 
10 and the western 1/4 of Section 11, Woodland Township (Fig. 1). It 
was selected for intensive work for the following reascmst (l) the land 
use pattern appeared to be representative of most of the Decatur Area, 
(2) the presence of at least two wintering coveys bad been established, 
(3) the area was accessible regardless of weather or road conditicms from 
the Investigator's place of residence. The land use pattern during 1954 
was as follows* pasture (herbaceous and brush), 220 acres; com, 50 acres; 
hay, 40 acres; oats, 25 acres; timber, 30 acres; ncai-productive land 
(roadsides, drainages, fallow, etc.), 35 acres. 
As a result of a low spring bob-white population on the 1954 nest 
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search area in 1955» it was decided to concentrate nest search effort 
on a different area. The area chosen was located in the southern 1/2 of 
Section 35» High Point Township and in the NE 1/4 of Section 2, Woodland 
Township (Fig. l). The land use pattern included} pasture (herbaceous 
and brush), 195 acres; hay, 50 acres; corn, 40 acres; oats, 40 acres; 
timber, 40 acres; sorghtim, 10 acres; non-productive land, 65 acres. The 
criteria used in selecting the 1954 nest search area were followed in 
1955. 
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METHODS OF INVESTIGATION 
Nesting Studies 
Residence was established on the Decatur Area and field work con­
ducted froffl larch 30, 195A» to September 15, 1954, and froa March 30, 1955, 
to Septeaiber 1, 1955. Between June 15, 1954, and August 7, 1954, the 
writer was aided in the nesting studies by John Barrington, field assistant. 
The nesting studies may be classified into prenesting, nest search, 
and brood studies, Prenesting studies were concerned with locating 
wintering coveys and following them thro\i|^ the pairing of hens and cocks, 
breakup of coveys, and dispersal of pairs. Nesting studies were concerned 
with the location of pairs and an intensive and extensive search for nests. 
Brood studies were concerned with locating broods and attempting to follow 
their movements and l^ses. 
Since the ptarpose of the nesting studies was to obtain nesting data 
which could be interpreted in terms of the Decattir Area population, an 
attempt was made to obtain data on every nesting attempt within a given 
segment of the population. To acconplish this, the intensive nest search 
areas already mentioned were covered repeatedly on foot and occasionally 
with the aid of a bird dog. Spring coveys on the intensive areas were 
located and oensused and the pairing, spring breakup, and dispersal of 
pairs were observed and recorded. With the dispersal of pairs and the 
probable initiation of actual neat building and egg-laying, the intensive 
areas were repeatedly searched for nests. This was accomplished by sub­
dividing large fields into smaller units of no more than four or five 
u 
acres and then covering the siaaller land units thorou^ly in grid fashion 
using a staff to move and searoh vegetation. Belineation of the snaller 
land lanits was aooo®plished by using fence lines, natural and man-iBade 
physical features (i.e. trees, buildings, drainages), and flags on poles. 
When a nest was located («f reported) it was visited daily, if active, 
and care taken to avoid further disturbance of the incubating hen or cock. 
When no longer active, the nest, eggs, location, dates, cover relation­
ships, and fate of the nest were examined in detail and recorded. 
Most of the fanners en the Decatur M*ea were contacted and interviewed 
at at least bi-weekly intervals. Most expressed interest in the 
investigations and agreed to furnish the writer with infornation as to 
nests and broods observed by them. Some pertinent data were obtained via 
these interviews. 
Brood data were obtained by searching likely cover (sometimes with 
the aid of bird dogs) and flushing the broods, by interpretation of "sign" 
(tracks, dusting sites, roosting sites), and by farmer interview. As 
with the nesting pairs, an attempt was made to follow the activities of 
individual broods. 
Weather Data 
A Taylor recording raaximua-minimom thermometer was installed at the 
writer's place of residence during 1954 and 1955 and read once daily, 
usually at 1900 hours. In addition, two non-recording standard Weather 
Bureau rain gauges were located on the area and a daily rainfall record 
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was obtained. Other weather data were obtained for use in the whistle 
studies and will be discussed in Part IX. 
fhe temperature and rainfall reoords were useful in interporeting 
plant and bob-white i^enology and seasonal changes in eover relationships. 
Cover Sttidies 
Meastarement and analysis of cover changes on the Decatur Area between 
19^11 and 1950 were aade priiaarily from aerial photos. Identifying numbers 
of available idiotos covering the Decatur Area were obtained from the files 
of -ttie Agricultural Stabiliaation and Conservation Coimaittees in Leon, 
Iowa (for Decatur County p0rti<»i) and Coryd^, Iowa (for Wayne County 
portion). The ^otos *rere purchased from the Washington offices of the 
Cimmodity Credit Corporation. 
fhe 1950 series was purchased first and at a scale of AOO feet to the 
inch (13.2 inches to the mile). While the »ap detail was excellent at 
this soale^ the photos were found too large and unwieldy for convenient 
jneasuring and handling. The 1941 series was ordered later and at a scale 
of 660 feet to the inch (8 inches to the nlle). The smaller scale ii^otos 
were more convenient to handle, and no loss of efficiency in interpretation 
was encountered. 
Rrior to actual measurement, considerable time was spent in studying 
the photos and learning to differentiate the various cover types. 
Questionable identifications of crop types were frequently clarified by 
interviewing the farmers on whose land the crops were grown. 
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In order to make the cover evaluations and oomparisons meaningful in 
terna of the bob-white, th# fall covey range was used as a primary basis 
for ooBipariscm. The fall covey range criterion used follows the method 
proposed hy Kozioky, §1. (1956). In this technique the authors recognize 
that the variability of the oovey range precludes its exact definition in 
terms of area, fhey propose that l/l6 of a Public Land Survey section {AO 
acres) be considered the sampling \init. The forty is large enough to 
hold a covey provided the requisite food and cover requirements are met, 
Th® forties are a basic land unit in Iowa agricultural methods and are 
easily identified on the aerial i^otos. 
Two methods of cover comparison were used. The first utilized a 
modified version of the technique of Koaicky, iftl, (op. cit.) in which the 
quail potential of each fcarty on the Decatur Area for 19A1 and 1950 was 
classified as A-good quail range, B-fair quail range, and C-poor quail 
range. Criteria for these classifications will be discussed with results 
of the comparisons. 
The second method involved actual map measurement cover types and 
edge for selected forties for both 194.1 and 1950. Selection of fcxrties 
fca* measurement was based on known occupancy by bob-white in 1941 and/or 
1950. Fall covey locaticms for the two years were made available from 
unpublished data of Dr. 1, B. Moorman (for 1941) and Dr. E. L, Koaicky 
(for 1950) in the files of the Iowa Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, 
Areas of cover types oocOTring within each forty were measured using a 
Bryan Modified Acreage Grid (dot grid), Linear feet csf edge between the 
various cover types was determined by means of a map measurer. 
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RESULTS or NESTIHG STUDIES 
Pr®n«stiBg Activities 195^^ 
Two coveys oontaining ten and fifteen birds, respectively, were 
reported present on the intensive atisly area as of March 1st (Boehnke, 
195^). Field observatic^s dta*lng April and early May disclosed the 
presence of three coveys oontaining six, el^t, and nine birds* The 
ooveys of six and nine birds were the reianants of Idie coveys of ten and 
fifteen birds reported by Boehnke, The covey of el#t was not permanently 
sitmted on the intensive area. Its main winter range was located in and 
about a brushy drainage adjoining a hog lot about 200 yards west of the 
intensive area. This covey oocasionally ranged eastward into the south­
west corner of the intensive area. 
Observatimis m the two ooveys pernanently situated on the Intensive 
area indicated that each occupied a range of approximately twenty-five 
acres. The covey of six was most frequently observed in a brushy road­
side bank or in the brushy-weedy edge of a drainage ditch. The road and 
drainage enolosed a hog lot on three sides where the covey frequently fed 
on waste corn. The covey cf nine ranged for about one-fourth mile along 
both sides of a wide (ten to thirty yards) drainage through a pasture but 
was never flushed more than thirty yards from the edge of the drainage. 
When flushed from the buckbrush (Symphoriparpffff ort^ioujLatyg) cover adjoining 
the drainage, the members of the covey invariably flew to the opposite 
side of the drainage, the covey was also observed feeding in a hog lot. 
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The beginning of mting aetlvities in the covey oulminating in 
pairing of cocks and hens and breakup of the eovey^ is asaooiated with 
the first "bob-white" whistle (Stoddard, 1931, pl6). The first bob-white 
whistling activity on the intensive area was reported by a farmer on 
April 11 and was first heard by the writer on April 13. Contacts with the 
covey of eight on the morning of April 13 and with the covey of nine dtjring 
the afternoon of Aparil 13 disclosed that pairing was iinder way. Where 
in previoi^ contacts the birds in the coveys had flushed as groups, on 
each of these occasions they flushed as followst two, two, three, one, 
and two, two, two, three. Before being flushed, a pair was observed 
running about fifty feet from the main gremp in the covey of eight. 
On April 14 a pair was observed in a road on the north boundary of 
iUie intensive area. A search of the vicinity failed to disclose the 
presence of a covey, and it was concluded that the pair had left the covey. 
During the latter half of April and the first three weeks of May, 
coveys, pairs, and single siales were observed on the intensive area and 
on other portions of the Decatxir Area. Covey ties were not completely 
broken on the intensive area until after Hay 18 iriien the last sight record 
of a covey (four birds) was obtained. The sjaring breakup on the intensive 
area, therefore, extended at least thirty-eight days. Cool, wet weather 
during April and early May may have protracted the breakup period. 
Two reports of the presence of coveys were furnished by farmers after 
May 18. One was a covey of seven observed three-foxirths of a mile east 
of the intensive area on Ifey 29, The other was a covey of four observed 
on the Decatw Area on June 3. 
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By June 1, it was estioated that a mxinua of ei^t padLrs of bob-
whites were present on the intensive area. By July 15, only seven pairs 
were estimated to be present. In addition, at least four bachelor males 
were present throughout June and July. 
i¥enesting Activities 1955 
Late winter census activities by staff of the Wildlife Research Bhit 
disclosed the presence of two coveys on the 1954 intensive area by mid-
iBroh (Kosicky and Hendricks«m, 1955a) • lliese coveys contained five and 
six birds, respectively. 
field observations by the writer during April and Early May resulted 
in finding only seven individuals* Because of the low spring population, 
it was decided to concentrate intensive nest search activities on a 
different area (Fig, 1). ®be 1955 intensive area, according to the late 
winter census, contained five coveys, A count ef the birds in each covey 
was not obtained during the Kareb census. 
Mating activities had begun when the writer arrived on the Decatur 
Area March 30, According to reports of residents, "bob-ndiite" whistles 
had been heard since March 26. This was sixteen days earlier then the 
first reported whistling behavior in 1954^ (April 11). %e writer's first 
field contacts with bob-whites on March 31 were two pairs and a single 
nale at widely separated points on the 1954 intensive area, indicating 
that pairing and s|a>ing breakup were well advanced. No contacts were made 
with covey fcrmations, nor were reports of coveys received from farmers, 
after April 15. 
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Moormn (1942) observed a sirallar advance in bob-white ];^enology on 
the Deeatxir Area fro® 1940 to 1941. He recorded "bob-ndiite" whistles in 
1940 on April 15» and in 1941 caa March 20, ©r a difference of twenty-six 
days* Below-average temperatiires dtxring January, 1940, contrasted with 
above-average temperatures d\iring January, 1941, was believed a major 
factor responsible for the advance, 
Ixaminaticm of weather data from Lamoni, Iowa, apjaroxifflately twenty 
miles from the Decatiir Area, for January to March, 1954 and 1955, failed 
to demonstrate a temperature difference which could satisfactorily explain 
the observed advance in the 1955 bob-white phenology (Tables 2 and 3). 
However, the total precipitation of 4.03 inches between January 1 and 
March 15, 1955, was 2,19 inches greater than the 1.84 inches which was 
recorded at Laraoni between January 1 and March 15, 1954. 
The improved moisture relationships in 1955 was probably largely 
responsible for an observed advance in plant phenology. Many species of 
trees, shrubs, forbs and grasses for which rec<a*ds were made in both 1954 
and 1955 were observed to leaf-out or bloom approximately two or three 
weeks earlier in 1955 than in 1954. Leopold and Jones (1947) pointed out 
the close relationship between plant and animal phenology in Wisconsin. 
Similar relationships probably occur between plant and bob-white phenology 
on the Decatvir Itrea. 
Since field work on the new intensive area was not begun until May 
11, no data were obtained on the pairing and dispersal of bob-whites from 
coveys known to have wintered there. Nor was it possible to obtain an 
Tafcle 2, Bi-aonthly fftasraary 1954 weather data, Laaoai airport and Woodland fowoship, Becatar 
Cetmty 
Lafficml airocpt® Woodland 
k9e. Are, Ave, km. 
daily daily Ave» daily daily Ave. 
aax. ®in. daily Inehea mx^ ais. daily Inebes 
Perl^ tefflp. tefflp. temp. preeip. tesp. teap. teap. preeip. 
Jan. 1-15 35.6 14.1 24.8 0 
16-31 30.8 6.2 18,5 ,06 
Feb. 1-15 51.4 25.5 38.4 0 
16-28 49.2 28.0 38.6 1.75 
Mar. 1-15 42.1 19.5 30.8 .03 
16-31 48.1 28,1 38.1 1.34 
Apr. 1-15 66.2 35.8 51.0 3.00 64.1 43.3 53.7 1,57 
16-30 63.6 47.0 55.3 3.83 70.6 49.1 59.8 3.37 
May 1-15 62.9 38.2 50.5 2.17 65.1 39.8 52.4 1,04 
16-31 77.0 50.3 63.6 4.82 74.2 51.3 62.7 3.25 
Jtiiie 1-15 78.5 57.4 67.9 2,15 79.3 58.7 69.0 1,71 
16-30 92.6 67.6 80.1 .03 92.8 69.1 80.9 
O
 .
 
Sul^ 1-15 94.9 66.0 80.4 fr. 97,9 69.7 83.8 0 
16-31 93.2 66,5 79.8 .99 94.0 69.4 81.7 1.61 
Aug. 1-15 82.2 62.9 72.5 2.33 84.7 64.5 74.6 2.19 
16-31 85.2 65.0 75.1 3.90 86,6 67.3 76,9 4.06 
Sept. 1-15 81.6 57.6 69.6 .59 82.7 61,1 71.9 ,84 
80. S. Departffient of C coerce , leather Bureau (1954) 
fable 3» Bi-monthly siiaBary ei 1955 wither data, laaoni airpcrt and Woodland Township, D«oatta? 
CoiODty 
LaK>Bi ainto-t® WoodlaM 
Ave, km. Ave. Ave, 
daily daily Ivet daily daily Ave, 
sax. ain. daily Inches 1^X» Bin. daily Inehes 
Period te»p. t^p. tenp. preeip. teap. teap. temp. ppecip. 
Jan, 1-15 39.1 24.1 31.6 1.03 
16-31 26.2 5.6 15.9 .46 
Feb* 1-15 27.5 7.0 17.2 .58 
16-28 34.1 18.0 26.0 1.57 
fer, 1-15 52. A 29.2 40.8 .39 
16-31 42.5 21.8 32.2 .47 
Ap-. 1-15 65.7 41.2 53.4 2.38 66.0 a.3 53.6 2,02 
16-30 73»2 48.4 60.8 .97 73.4 50.7 62.0 ,46 
May 1-15 72.9 49.7 61.3 2.56 73.3 50.5 61.9 2.^ 
16-31 75.0 53.2 64.1 1.00 77.6 53.1 65.3 1.42 
June 1-15 73.4 51.9 62.6 .62 74.6 52.8 63,7 .71 
16-30 81.8 59.0 70.4 3.27 82.0 59.9 70,9 2.47 
July 1-15 89.4 66.7 78.0 2.86 89.1 67.8 78.4 3.20 
16-31 93.4 69*4 81.4 .02 95.8 70,3 83,0 0 
Aug, 1-15 88.6 62.6 75.6 .48 90.6 64.1 77.3 2.80 
16-31 92.5 62,8 77.6 .57 93.5 63.1 78.0 .50 
®n, S, Departaent of Goaoerce, ffeather Bureati (1955) 
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seotirat® eotaat of th© number of birds pcresent on th« area due to the d«ns« 
eover resulting from optimua growing oondltiona during April, and th« 
UBoartainty involved in searobing for bob-whites without the aid of trained 
dogs. Reoords of obs^pvetiens of paira and single bob-whites throu^out 
the nesting season indicated that the nesting populaticm did not exceed 
cme pair per fcarty (about ten pairs) in addition to five or six bachelor 
smles. 
Nesting 1954 
Hosting began prior to oompletion of the sia-ing breakup of coveys* 
The first nest examined was one reported outside the intensive area on 
!tey 1. 
Intensive neat search effort was begun on May A. Prat* the first two 
weeks searching was confined to selected areas which appeared to offer 
the greatest likelihood of success in finding nests. Pro« May 20 through 
August 10, th® entire intensive area ms systematically searched at 
approximately two-week intervals. The only areas not searched intensively 
were plowed fields and the interiors of timbered tracts. 
Fifteen nests were found or reported during the 1954. season (Table A)» 
Six were found by the writer and his field assistant cm the intensive 
area. Seven were found and reported by B. L. Xdnder, research assistant 
in wildlife nanageroent, Iowa State College, who was conducting nesting 
studies on the cottontail rabbit (SylvilagUB f;^pri^aPU8 mearnsil) on 
another portion of the Decatur Area. Two nests were reported by farmers• 
table 4. Suiaoary of bob-white nest cover relationships, Deoatur Hesearoh 
Area, 1954 and 1955 
Cover type 1954 1955 
Total 
nwssber 
nests 
Hunber of 
sucoessftil 
1954 1955 
Crop types 
Row crops (ccKPn, beans, etc,) 
Sniall grains (oats, etc,) 
Hay types 1 1 1 
Pasture 
Herbaceous 
Brush 
3 
4 1 
3 
5 
1 
1 
Timber 
fallow 2 2 
Roadsides 4 4 2 
Fencerows and field edges 1 1 
Other wasteland (drainages, etc,) 1 1 
Totals 15 2 17 3 2 
Of the six nests fotind on the intensive area, foixr (Nos* U$ 7 and 
Sy Table 4) were located in overgrazed native pasture. Nest No, 3 was 
fotind in a weedy, fallow field, and nest Ho, 5 was found on the edge of a 
drainage ditob adjoining a ecnrnfleld. Only nests Nos, 3 and 7 contained 
eggs. Nest No, 3 contained sixteen eggs when found on May 21, On May 24, 
it contained nineteen eggs, and on June 3, it held twenty-four eggs, A 
female bob-white was observed on the nest on May 25, and it was believed 
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that she waa incubating# After June 3» however, no fvarther activity was 
observed at the nest. It was concluded that nest No, 3 was actually a 
"diuip nest". That is, eggs were laid in the nest by aore than one hen, 
probably by other hens whieh had not begun or oonpleted nest building 
before egg laying began. 
Hest No, 7 contained one egg when foiaad x>n June 25. It was apparently 
deserted at that time as no additional eggs were laid. 
Heats without eggs were distinguished fron neadowlark (Sturnella 
magna) nests, which they closely resemble, on the basis of bowl measvtrenents, 
Bowls measuring less than A.5 inches in diameter and two inches in depth 
were not conaidered as being those of bob-white. 
Three of the six nests (Nos. 4, and 8) on the intensive area 
which contained no eggs were deserted presumably before e|® laying was 
begun. Keasons for the desertions could not be determined. Nest No. 5 
was deserted after the pair was flushed from the nest site. 
Of the nine nests eseamined outside the intensive area one (No. 1) 
was located in ungrazed native pasture, one (No. 2) was in a fallow garden 
site adjoining an abandtsned fars^ouse, another (No. 9) was in the edge 
of an oat field, two (Nos. 10 and 14^} were in overgrazed native Inrushy 
pasture, and four (Nos. 11, 12, 13, and 15) were in roadside ditches. 
Seven of the nine nests contained clutches believed complete ranging 
from nine to nineteen eggs, and averaging H.28, standard deviation ^3,^15. 
Three of the active nests hatched a total of thirty-three eggs as followst 
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nest Ko, 1 hetch«d Bixteen of seventeen eggsj nest No. 11 batched nine of 
tenJ nest Ko. 13 hatched eight of thirteen. The five unhatohed eggs in 
nest Mo, 13 eontained eiabryos in approxiaately the second week of develop­
ment. Causes of nest failure in the six unsuccessful nests were as 
follows! predatie® presuiaably by house oats, Hos, 2 and 151 imdetermined 
predator. No. 10} sowing operative» Nos. 9 and 12; desertion, cause 
undeter^ned, No. H. 
Heating 1955 
Systematic search of cover of nests was begun June 1 and continued 
through July. Bespite repeated coverage of the area, only one nest was 
found. The nest ms located in a ffioderately grazed brushy pasture and 
had been exposed by mowing during weed control operations. It contained 
twelve eggs when found on June 20. Ten of the twelve eggs hatched on 
July 1, one was infertile, and one failed to develop. 
A second nest was examined during the 1955 season. This was reported 
by a farmer and was found inside an alfalfa<»br(aie hay field adjoining the 
intensive area. The nest contained fifteen hatched eggs when examined 
on June 2A. 
Brood Observations 1954 
Between June 24 and September 14> observations and/or reports were 
obtained for twenty-one broods on the Decatur Area. Brood records for the 
Decatur Area outside the intensive area were obtained largely from farmer 
repcarts and from field observations incidental to cover studios. The 
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intensive area, hoirov«r, was covered thorou^ily and repeatedly, ApproxiioBtely 
twenty-two hours of searching on the intensive area was done with the aid of 
trained bird dogs. Two broods were located containing five and seven 
birds* respectively. As no hatched nests were found on the intensive area, 
it was not possible to state whether they had hatched on the area or had 
ffloved in froM adjacent far»s. 
Size estiaates of thirteen broods of flying age between July 10 and 
Augast 21 ranged froa five to fifteen and averaged 10.6, standard deviation 
t:3.13. Of eleven broods for tribioh age estisiates were obtained, one was 
believed hatched during the period June 1-15| four during the period June 
16-30, and six during the period July 1-15. An additional observati«j not 
included in -yae twenty-one total since it occurred sc^ distance froia the 
Becatur Area, ws reported by a farmer on Septenber 10. He reported a 
brood of about thirty seen m September 8, one and one-half miles east of 
the Decatur Area in Wayne County. Th« size of the brood indicated that a 
combining of broods had occurred. 
Brood Observations 1955 
Between June 15 and August 26, data were obtained on fourteen broods, 
four of which were on farms adjoining the Decatur Area. The presence of 
two broods was established on the intensive area. One numbered from 
twelve to fifteen birds at flying age when first observed on July 15. 
The other brood, reported by a farmer, contained an undetermined number 
of flying age. 
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Four broods at flying ag® contained nine, thirteen, fifteen and fifteen 
birda, respeotively, averaging thirt®«n. From age estlniates of twelve 
broods it was determined that three probably hatched between June 1-15» 
five between June 16-30, three between July 1-15 and one between July 16-31. 
One observation made on August 26 and reported by a farmer on August 27 was 
of a brood of approxiwsitely thirty. Two pairs of adults were recognized 
indicating a combination of broods. 
Biscussitm 
From the limited nesting and brood data obtained, it was not possible 
to generalise concerning the nesting and brood relationships of the Decatur 
Area population. Low density of nesting pairs was primrily responsible 
for the limited success in obtaining nest data. Thus, the very nature of 
the yroblem, that is, a low breeding populatitm, effectively prevented the 
accumulation of a significant mass of data. 
Cover conditions and relationships varied extensively during the 
writer's periods of residence on the Decatur Area. When field work was 
initiated in late March, 1954, cover conditions were generally poor. 
Below average precipitation during the preceding summer, fall and winter 
combined with a relatively open winter enabling farmers to utilize ixisture 
areas continuously, was manifested in severely grassed pasture areas. 
Adequate quail cover was found only in areas inaccessible to livestock. 
Average and above-average precipitation during April and May greatly 
improved cover. By June 1, areas neither grazed nor cultivated were grown 
up to dense stands of forbs. This severly hampered searching for quail nests. 
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Ihrougjht eonditions began egpin in ini(I*»Ju»e and oontinued through 
late July, Only traces of rain fell between June 15 and July 23. Average 
daily maadsaxa tenperatures during this period exceeded 92*^ (Table 2) and 
were aoconi:^nled by hot, southerly winds. Crop and pasture danage fro® 
the drought, and aooorapanying p^asshopper infe8tati<m8, was severe. 
Available forage in pastures had been removed by mid-July requiring 
supplemental feeding by a^ny farmers. Conditions Improved with increased 
precipitation and lower temperatures in August. 
Available evidence did not indicate any adverse effects on bob-white 
during the summer from the drought conditions. Fall covey counts by 
Kosicky and Hendrickscm (1954b) indicated an increase in the Decatur Area 
population from 165 to 524, or 217,6 per cent. I^ie unusually fine growing 
conditions during April and Sfey probably permitted a\ifficient recovery of 
ungrased cover to alleviate any potential harmful effects from the thirty-
el^t day drought. In fact, the grasshiqpper increase accemipanying the 
drou^t was probably of benefit to the broods, inasmuch as Juvenile bob-
whites were observed feeding on grasidioppers. 
Cover relationshif® during 1955 paralleled those of 1954 in several 
respects. An open winter again permitted excessive use of pastures, so 
that good cover was available in late winter only in inaccessible areas. 
Adequate precipitation during April and lay resulted in rapid and dense 
growth of vegetation. 
Although daily temperatures during July and August equalled those of 
the drou^t peric^ of 1954 (fable 3), scattered rainfall prevented excessive 
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damage to cover from drying. Grasshoppers» however, were extreme^jr 
abtJndant and caused noticeable damage to native and ouXtivated cover. 
Extensive spraying operations by farmers mitigated the potential crop loss 
by grasshoppers* That variable cover conditions and extreiae temperatiires 
during the 1955 breeding seascm were not detrimental to the bob-whites is 
evident from the fact teat the spring population of 228 increased to 701, 
or 207.5 per cent, by the fall covey count (Kosicky and Hendrickson, 1955b). 
Of thirty^one nests examined by Moerman (19^2) in 19A0 and 19A1, 
fotarteen, or fcrty-five per cent, were located in sites that he classified 
as waste land, Eleven, or thirty-five per cent, were located in pastures. 
Of the seventeen nests examined during the present study, eight, or forty-
seven per cent, were in waste land sites, and eight were in pasture. 
Although the present data do not peri^t a similar comparison, it is 
interesting to note that forty per cent of ten pasture nests found 
Moormn were successful, while only 28.6 per cent of fourteen waste land 
nests were successful. 
The significance of the 1940-19-41 ai^ 1954-1955 con^jarison lies in 
the fact that pasture appeared to be a major nesting type for bob-whites. 
Because of the broken, hilly topography, pastures on the Decatur Area 
were largely of imimproved, native vegetation. Blue-grass (Poa tgatensis) 
was the dosdnant forage species growing in association with varying densities 
of forbs, chiefly lesser ragweed STltSilsllCsllft)» ironweed 
(Vernonia sp.), fleabane (yrigercaa sp.) and horsemint (Mcaiarda fiatulosa^. 
and with other grasses especially redtop (Aeprostia alba). Buckbrush 
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tarblculattts) was the dominant shrub on the Decatur Area 
pastures and, except where control measures had been initiated by farmers» 
was a dominant in the pasture plant composition. 
Cover conditions fca* bob-white nesting were generally poor on Decatur 
Area pasture land during 1954 and 1955. Although drou#t was a contributing 
factor, overgrassing was the ma^or cause of low cover densities. According 
to resident farmers, pasttares were also in pocar condition during 1953. 
Overuse of pastures may serve to lower their utility as bob*white nesting 
areas in several ways. One is by removal of concealing cover t&e quail 
and quail nests. Another is by removal of desirable nest building 
material. A third factor may be disturbance fr<Mi increased numbers of 
livestock. Li^t or moderate grazing is probably beneficial to bob-whites, 
as it prevents ground cover frcra becoidng too dense. Stoddard (1931) has 
demonstrated that bob-whites prefer to nest in cover liuffioiently open at 
ground level for the birds to run without impediment* 
From farmer interviews it was learned that livestock production has 
increased on the Decatur Area in recent years. A quantitative investigation 
of livestook production changes with corresponding changes in pasture 
condition was not made during this 8tud^« 
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RESULTS C3P COVER STUDIES 
Type Forty Glassifloatlon and Cmparist^ 
As designed by Kozloky, (1956) the forty olassifioation teeh-
niqiae is a rapid method of estimating bdb~i»hite potential of large areas 
using aerial photographs. Fro® a series of photographs of a given area an 
investigator olassifies the forties as "A® • good qmil range, "B" • fair 
quail range» or **0** s poor qmil range, from field cheoks a sample of the 
forties is examined fen* quail oovey oocupancy, and the resulting sample 
data may then be used to determine the probable oooupanoy of the various 
forty types over •yie entire range. If only the "A" fcarties, irtiich are 
most likely to oontain ooveys, are oheoked the resulting data ^ ay be used 
to predict hunting potential as hunting will be concentrated on the "A" 
forties. For population estimates it is necessary to check occupancy of 
samples of "A", "B", and "C« forties. 
In the present study, changes in the ratio of "A", and "C" 
forties on the north Decatur Area from 194.1 to 1950 were \2sed as an 
indication of changes in bob-white potential. By bob-white potential is 
meant here the ai^iarent capacity of the Decatur Area to support coveys* 
Type "A" forties, according to the criteria of Kozicky al,, were 
those that contained a minimum of three acres of escape cover within 100 
feet of row crops. Type forties were those containing a minimum of 
three acres of escape cover without evidence of row crops, or the three 
acres of escape cover was more than 100 feet away from row crops. Type 
included all refining forties except those wholly or partially 
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within incorporated towns or represented by bodies of water. All forties 
were assumed to contain adequate roosting cover. 
With minor variations these criteria were used in the present analysis. 
Before proceeding with the analysis, however, the terminology used in the 
forty classification should be defined, Aa \Mied in the present study row 
crops refers to corn (Zea mavs). soybeans (Glycine max), or grain sorghum 
(Sta'phtuB sp,). Escape cover refers to timber or brush cover where at 
least twenty-five per cent of the plant cover con^osition is of brush or 
trees. 
In making the comparison of forties, described below, the study area 
was first delineated on the aerial {diotographs. This was relatively simple 
in the present instance since the boundaries of the Decatur Area were well 
known to the writer. Section lines were delineated either by man-made 
features apparent on the i^otographs (i.e. roads, fence lines) or were 
drawn in by pencil. The sixteen forties on each Section were quite variable 
in size. Forties on the Decattir Area were only roughly one-sixteenth of a 
Section. Actually, variations in fencelines, roads, mistakes in Section 
lines, etc, resulted in fcarties ranging from twenty-two to fcrty-five 
acres. While variable in size and occasionally shape, the forties were 
generally easily recognized from the photographs. Occasionally it was 
necessary to arbitrarily draw in forty lines on the photograpfcs where 
cultural features did not delineate the forty boundary. 
In the comparison utilizing the criteria outlined above. Type "A" 
forties may be thought of as those forties presumably containing adequate 
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fall food and eovar. Type "B" forties are deficient in adequate food 
supplies, ©r the food is largely unavailable to resident coveys. Type "C 
forties are prestanably deficient in food and/or oover. Type "C forties in 
this classification nay also be represented by unbroken closed timber. 
Ot 119 forties on the North Decatiar Area in 1941, thirty-foinr were 
Type "A", fifty-six were Type '•B", and twenty-nine werm Type "C» (Table 5). 
In 1950, thirty«-ei^t of the 119 forties were classified as Type "A", 
fifty as Type "B", and thirty-one as Type "0". Thus, the Type "A" 
claasification gained four, and the Type "C" gained two forties at the 
expense of the Type "B" classification* These minor differences from 
1941 to 1950 may be due to subjective errors in interpretation of the 
photographs. It is apparent that no fundamental changes in Type 
classification are found in the two sets of data. 
The distribution of coveys on the various forties in 1941 and 1950 
presents some interesting differences. In 3l941, 47.2 per cent of the 
thirty-six north area coveys were observed on Type "A* fearties, 38.8 per 
cent on Type "B", and 13.8 per cent on Type "G", In 1950, thirteen or 
54.1 per cent of twenty-four coveys were located on Type "A" forties, 
41.6 per cent on Type •«B", and 4.1 per cent on Type "C". There are two 
possible explanations for this apparent idtiift in coveys to the better 
forty Types at the expense of the Type "C" <Kseupanoy. One may be that the 
censuses of coveys wsre made at different times in the fall. The 1950 
covey location determinations were made in October. It was not determined 
when the comparable data for 1941 w<MPe obtained. If the 1941 census 
fabl# 5. ClAsslfieati<M and eoaparls©!! ©f beSj-ndjit® poteutial of 119 tmtim, Sorth Decataa- &r®a, 
1941 ao4 1950, aceia-diiig to three-way erit«ria 
FOTty type 
Mjer 
each type 
fmt cent 
of total 
dia-
tribmtloB 
«B forties 
Per eent each 
type <»etipii^ 
f&t cent total co^eyt 
p«p f<arty type 
1941 
A % 28.57 17 OS 13 28.23 47.2 
B- 56 47.05 U <Hi 13 23.21 
^ ' 
38.8 
C 24.36 5 cffl 5 17.24 13.8 
total 119 36 OB 31 
1950 
k 38 31.93 13 OB 12 31.57 54.1 
B 50 42.02 10 on 10 20.00 41.6 
C 31 26.05 1 on 1 3.20 4.1 
Total 119 24 on 23 
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was aaade earlier than that of 1950, ep if fall weather oonditions were milder 
in 1941 than in 1950, then it is possible that "ttie 1941 eoveya had not yet 
beo<»e established in their sore or less permanent fall ranges. In late 
simmer and early fall the "A", "B", "C" olassification is probably 
Inefficient due to the faot that abundant food and herbaceous cover are 
A 
generally available, barring drou^t or other except!cmal ocetirrenoe, on 
all forty types• It is only in the fall and/or winter, when herbaceous 
vegetation has largely disappeared, that the valwi of woody cover and 
staple food such as corn becc^ie Important in the daily existence of the 
covey, fhtis, the greater distribution of coveys in the Type "C" forties 
in 1941 »ay be attributed to i^enolo^. The fact that only 28.23 per cent 
of the 1941 Type EI'* forties were occupied would appear to preclude the 
possibility that the best, or Type "A", forties had already been filled, 
A second possible explanation for the 1941 and 1950 covey distribution 
difference lies in the fact that it is not possible to deternine range 
conditions from the aerial photographs. By this is seant that althou^ 
the presence aiwi distribution of brush &r woody cover and corn, which 
form the basis of the Type forty classification, are easily interpreted 
from the aerial idiotographs, the composition, density, and hei^t of 
herbaceotos cover types cannot be determined from the photograidis. I>uring 
above average growing years such as 1941 (Moorman, 1942) forties which 
appear as Type "0", or presumably poor covey range habitat, may oontaln 
dense stands of herbaceous cover with acocnepanying food supplies in the 
form of weed seeds and thus naay acttmlly represent excellent fall covey 
range. 
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Th® greater distributioB of ooveys on the Type "G" forties may be 
due, therefore, to improved range conditions in 19A1 relative to 1950, 
Poor cover conditions, if present in 1950, woiald serve to force ooveys t© 
utilize only the better, or Types "A" and "B* forties. 
There is also a possibility that the observed covey distribution both 
within each year and between the two years may be due in part to chance. 
That is, when the censuses were oonduoted, it is possible that part of 
the ooveys observed on the Type "B" and "G" forties may have been 
terapexrarily out of their nornal established ranges. Although ooveys tend 
to be sedentary as a rule, they will roaw considerable distances 
(Irrington and HaaMerstron, 1936). Then too, some covey ranges »ay be 
comprised of parts of two adjoining forties of different Type classi­
fications. 
In conclusion, the decrease in number of coveys from 19itl (36 coveys) 
to 1950 (24. coveys) does not appear to be related to cover changes as 
interpreted by the above Type classification, i 
Measureiaent and Comparison of Forties 
In addition to the classificatiem and comparison of forties of the 
preceding section, forty-seven north area forties wore selected for 
detailed measurement and comparison* Selection of the forties for 
measurement was based on the known occupancy by coveys during both 1941 
and 1950, Thirty-three of the 119 forties contained thirty-six ooveys 
in the fall of 1941. Twenty-three forties contained twenty-three coveys 
in 1950. Fowteen oS the latter forties were not occupied in 1941, Each 
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of the fcnrty-seven fcrties was meastired on both the 19A1 andi 1950 aerial 
l^@togra|±ta. Since one of the fcrtiea could not be Interpreted with 
confidence in the reliability cf the results from the 1950 yfeotograph, 
there was thiis a total of ninety-l^ree forty neasureffients for the two years. 
The data obtained inoluded area measurements, using a Bryan Modified 
Acreage Grid, of each unit of cover found on the forty. By unit is meant 
distinct areas of an identifiable cover type. Tap example, two or more 
cornfields present on a forty, even if separated by only a fence, were 
measijared and recorded separately. By this method It was possible to 
examine not only changes in the total acreage per type per forty but also 
changes in field aim per Igrpe per fca-ty. 
fhe cover type and/or land-use designations used inoluded crops, 
pasture, timber, honesteads, wasteland, and unclassified. Crop types 
included row crops (corn, soybeans, grain sor^ums), small grains (oats 
(MsM. aativa)^ rye (^pcftle cereale)* etc.), and hay (alfalfa (Medicago 
/ 
salim)> ©lov«»r (M£b3A£B misas&)» timothy meadow (ZMffiia SEaSSBSft). 
Pasture types weare designated as herbaceous (less than twenty-five per 
cent of the ground area covered by shrubs and/car trees) or brushy (more 
than twenty-^ive per cent of the ground area covered by ehrvbg and/or 
trees. Timber Inoluded ©pen canopy (more than twenty-five per cent of the 
ground area visible) and closed canopy (less than twenty-five per cent 
of the ground area visible). Homesteads included land occupied by 
buildings, feed lots, gardens, etc. Wasteland included rmdsides, fence-
rows, drainages, and odd areas neither cultivated nor pastured. While 
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the wasteland designations were measured separately they have been 
o<*bined as total wasteland per forty in -ttie auiBmarizatifms and oomparisons* 
A@ a fwther meaaixre of vegetative ehange on the fcirtiesy edge 
between iWhe various types was measta-ed by means of a map aeasurer and 
recorded in linear feet* A ten»way classification of edge types was 
devised which measm'ed ttie degree of linear association between any two 
dt the major ve^tation types on the forties, losing the terminology and 
definitioits in the preceding paraip'aph the ten edge types were: (1) 
between row crops and herbaceous escape and/«r travel cover} (2) between 
smll grains and herbaceous cover; (3) between hay types and herbaceous 
cover J (a) between row crops and brtish and/cr timber escape cover? (5) 
between stoII grains and brush and/cr timber; (6) between hay types and 
brush and/or timberi (7) between herbaceous pasture and brush and/or 
timber; (8) between row crops and hay; (9) between small grains and hay; 
(10) between row crops and small grains. As used in the foregoing, 
herbaceous escape and/or travel cover refers to native herbaceous 
vegetation found in pastures» fence rows (if with measurable area on the 
photographs)» grass waterways, raodsides, etc. 
Comparisons of l^e area and edge data from 19^1 to 1950 were made 
fr<m sunarizations of the individual forty meastirements over various 
combinations based upon year of occupancy by coveys. Five combinations 
«3dr 19^1 to 1950 forty comparisons were used. These includeds (1) forties 
occupied in 194.1 (^irtgr-three forties); (2) forties occupied in 1950 
(twenty-three forties); (3) forties occupied in 1941 and 1950 (nine 
0^ 
forties)! forties occupied In 194.1 but not ia 1950 (twenty-three 
fearties)} and (5) forties occupied in 1950 but not in 1941 (fourteen 
forties), 
fwo kinds of information were sou^t frcan the above coreparisons* 
The first was concerned with a determination of fall cover and ed^ 
relationships on occupied verstis unoccupied fcartiea. from this it was 
hoped to be able to define the general cover and edge relationships 
conprising habitable covey range on the f^ties and, conversely, the 
changes which apparently rendered the same forties uninhabitable. Forty 
measurements for the appropriate years in each of the five combinations 
above should indicate the cover and edge components common to occupied 
forties. I^e 1950 measurements of fta-ties occupied in 19-41 but not in 
1950 and 1941 measurements of forties occupied in 1950 but not in 1941 
shotild indicate those changes, if any, rendering the forties uninhabitable. 
The second type c£ information sought from the comparisons is 
indication of general cover changes on the north Decatur Area frem 1941 i' 
to 1950, The ffMPty-seven forties represent approxijpiately forty per cent 
ci the total acreage of the north area. 
The following presentation and discussion of results will be based 
on graphic analyses of the measurement data plotted according to a 
modified version of the method of Hubbs and Perlmutter (1942), In this 
method the range of sample ©bservaticHis is indicated by a vertical line 
and the mean & csross bar. A narrow rectangle on the range line 
represents one standard deviation above and below the mean, while a wide 
a 
rectangle represents twice the @tan<!ard error on each side of the mean. 
Differenoes in the sample data are interpreted from the degree of over­
lap and/or s#|mration of the rectangles representing twice the standard 
error of the mean. In the present analyses the range, mean, and standard 
deviation were plotted as in the msthod of Htihbs and Perlmutter, but only 
one standard error on each side of the mean was used. As used in the 
present study the graphic analyses were not intended to indicate any 
statistically significant cover or edge changes but rather to illustrate 
pictorially the gross changes in each of the cover and edge components. 
A sample gra|^ of the measurement data for row crops is presented in 
fig. 2. Graphs of the additional cover and edge measurements have not 
\ 
been reproduced im inclusion here. However, the stimmarisations of the 
measurements on n^ich the grai^io analyses were based are presented in 
Tables 6 through 20 in the Appendix. 
Row crops 
Bow ordps (cern, soybeans, and grain seorghums in order of importance) 
are probably the most important cover types from the standpoint of fall 
and winter food relationships of any cultivated plant types on the Decatur 
Area (Boehnke, 1954, Qo<^en, 1952b). Changes in the average acres of row 
crops per forty appeared to be minor between 1941 and 1950 (Fig. 2). 
Acrea^ I»ir forty ranged from 4.12 in 1941 en the forties occupied in 
1941 and 1950 (fable 10) to 6.16 in 1950 on forties occupied in 1950 
but not in 1941 (Table 14). In none of the oombinati(m ccmiparisons were 
the rectangles of the standard errc^s separated indicating that no gross 
changes in average acrea^ occurred between the two periods 
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Changes in average field size of row crops per forty were similarly 
appairently insignificant. The average number of row crop fields per 
forty ranged frtaa ,91 in 1950 on forties occupied in 1941 but not in 
1950 (Table 13) to 1.44 fields per fcrty in 1941 on forties occupied in 
1941 and 1950 (Table 10). Average acres per field ranged from 2.86 in 
1941 on forties occupied in 1941 and 1950 (Table 10) to 5.97 in 1950 on 
the forties occupied in 1941 but not in 1950 (Table 13). There was no 
divergence of rectangles for standard errm* in any of "^be comparisons. 
It was concluded that no biologically important changes in row crops 
acreages or field sizes were apparent between the two years from the 
standpoint of either fall covey ooou{»noy of forties ca: in terms of 
general cover changes fm- the north Cecatur Area. 
Ssoall grains were represented on the Decatur Area in 1954 and 1955 
chiefly by oats with an occasional field of rye. According to information 
furnished by farmers, this was also true in 1950 and in 1941. Oats were 
sown partly for feed grains and straw and partly as a nixrse crop for 
clover or alfalfa in crop rotation ixlans. 
Surprisingly» v/hm the measurement data were summrized, it was found 
that small grains were a minor part of the total vegetative pattern on the 
Decatur Area. It was believed possible that small grain fields were being 
misinterpreted as hay fields. Examination and comparison with the photo­
graphs of unpublished cover map data of R. B, Moorman from the files 
of the Iowa Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, in addition to interviews 
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with farmers whose records and memories were believed reliable, indicated 
l^at small gprainsf contrary to impresairans gained from field observations, 
were indeed a adnor part of farm operations. 
Average acres per forty ranged from ,91 in 1950 on forties occupied 
in 1941 but not in 1950 (Table 13) to 4.76 in 1950 on forties occupied 
in 1950 but not in 1941 (Table 14). Average field size ranged from 3.99 
acres in 1950 on forties occupied in 1941 and 1950 (Table 11) to 16,65 
acres in 1950 on forties occupied in 1950 but not in 1941 (Table 14). 
However, the small nujaiber of fields involved (.14 per forty to ,66 per 
fca-ty) render these field size comparisons biologically meaningless. 
ifty, typtB 
Of the major cover types on the Decatur Area, hayfields showed the 
p:>eatest variation in acreages and field sizes between 1941 and 1950. 
Average acres per for*^ ranged frtMsn 5.09 in 1950 on forties occupied in 
1950 but not in 1941 (Table U) to 11,77 in 1941 on forties occupied in 
1941 and 1950 (Table 10). Average number of hayfields ranged from .785 
per forty in 1941 on f^n'ties occupied in 1950 but not in 1941 (Table 15) 
to 1.44 per forty in 1941 on forties occupied in 1941 and 1950 (Table 10), 
Acreages per field ranged fro® 4.75 in 1950 on forties occupied in 1950 
but not in 1941 (Table U) to 10,0 in 1941 on forties occupied in 1950 but 
not in 1941 (Table 15). 
Graphic comparison of the hay data in Tables 6 through 15 reveals 
that in general land devoted to raising .hay decreased considerably frtm 
1941 to 1950# In thre« of th® eoabinatlon eompariaons the rectangular 
designations of standard error were completely separated from 19-41 to 
1950. Th® plotted standard error of th# mean acreage of hay fields in 
1941 of the 33 forties occupied in 1941 is separated from that of the 
same forties measured cai the 1950 photographs* The same relationship is 
true for the twenty-two forties occupied in 1941 but not in 1950 and for 
the nine forties occupied in both 1941 and 1950. 
The fact that there was a large difference in hayfield acreage per 
forty on those forties occupied by coveys during both years would seem to 
negate the possibility that the change in acreage has a bearing on the 
change in occupancy of forties on the north Decatur Area as a whole. Then 
too, available evidence does not indicate that hay types are of Importance 
either in the nesting of bob-whites or in the fall and winter covey range 
requirements• 
Herbaceous pasture on the Decatur Area as used here refers to native 
vegetation with not more than twenty-five per cent of the ground cover 
composed of shrubs or trees and which is used exclusively for grazing 
purposes. The importance of herbaceous pasture in the total plant cover 
on the Decatur Area is apparent from the relatively large acreage and 
field sisBe per fcsrty (Tables 6 through 15) • 
Acreage per forty ranged from 6,88 in 1950 oo forties ocoupled in 
1950 but not in 1941 (Table 14) to 12,68 in 1950 on forties occupied in 
1941 but not in 1950 (Table 13). Number of fields per forty ranged from 
,565 in 19A1 on forties occupied in 194.1 but not in 1950 (Table 12) to 
,928 in 1941 on forties occupied in 1950 but not in 1941 (Table 15). 
Average field size per forty ranged from 7.54 acres in 1941 on forties 
occupied in 1950 but not in 1941 (Table 15) to 15.5 acres in 1950 on 
forties occupied in 1941 but not in 1950 (Table 13). 
The graphic ccanparisons indicate that there was, in general, an 
increase i," land devoted to pasture from 1941 to 1950. The increase was 
not extensive, however, as indicated in the data for thirty-three forties 
occupied in 1941, wherein average acreage per forty increased from 7.72 
(Table 6) to 10.9 (Table 7). 
By^gh pfi?twr? 
Brush pastiare, cr grazed native vegetation in which shrubs and trees 
comprised mOTe than twenty-five per cent of the ground cover, was a minor 
part of the Decatur Area vegetative cover relative to herbaceous pasture# 
Acreages per forty ranged from 2,14 in 1950 on forties occupied in 1941 
but not in 1950 (Table 13) to 4.91 in 1950 on forties occupied in 1941 
and 1950 (Table 11). Although individual fields were large, ranging from 
7.8 acres in 1950 on forties occupied in 1941 but not in 1950 (Table 13) 
to 14.73 acres in 1950 on forties occupied in 1941 and 1950 (Table 11), 
the small number of fields involved (.261 to .44 per forty) indicates the 
minor aspect of brush pasture in the total vegetation. 
Graphic inspection of 1941 to 1950 measurenents revealed practically 
no change between the two years. 
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Both open tiatoer (more than twenty-five per cent ei ground oover 
viiibl® throu#! oanoi^) and closed timber (less than twenty-five per cent 
of gcomd oover visible througjx oan<^) appeared to ocoui^ about the sane 
relative position in the Deeatiar Are& vegetative oover pattern as did 
brush pasture when oonsidered on an acreage per forty basis (Tables 6 
throu# 15). This designation is misleading, however, since timber on the 
Decatur Area was largely concentrated in large fields. One forty, for 
example, contained forty-two acres of open timber in 194^1. This same 
acreage was present in 1950 but had partially closed over and was 
designated as closed timber in imrt and open timber in part. 
Changes in total acreage of timber types on the north Decatur Area 
were minor from 194^1 to 1950 as indicated by Idie grafted data. 
The total acreage devoted to homestead use was too small both in 
1941 and 1950 to be 0i much consequence in the welfare of bob-whites on 
the Becatur Area. The minor differences in homestead acreage between 
194.1 and 1950 can probably be ascribed to errors in measurement. 
Wasteland (roadsides, fencerows, drainages, etc.) are important in 
the annual cycle of bob-whites as this component provides not only escape 
and travel oover but also nesting and rearing oover. 
The average acreage of wasteland per forty in both years was 
approximately four acres (Tables 6 throiigjb 15). The graphic analyses 
Indicated that there was praotically no change between 19A1 and 1950, 
Edge» or the area of tani^ of two dissimilar plant types» is important 
in the welfare of ®any species of animals» bob«-white included. The 
utility of edge to bob-whites lies in the fact -ttaat this species normally 
requires more than one plant type in its daily routine. This is 
particularly evident in late fall and winter when ooveys most feed 
frequently in exposed sitmtions such as cornfields. A border of brush 
or timber cover provides escape cover from predation or protection from 
storms. The greater the length of brusfli-cwnfield union (edge) the greater 
is the amount of feeding territory available to the covey. The usefulness 
of edge is probably^ less important during summer months when normally 
dense herbaceous growth with abundant food may meet the cover and food 
needs of bob-whites within a single plant type. 
The most impixrtant of the edge classifications was row crops and 
brush inasmuch as the components of this edge classification are probably 
the most important plant types on the fall and winter ranges. No 
important changes have occurred either in the overall pattern for the 
Decatur Area between 194-1 and 1950 or in the various forty combination 
comparisons (Tables 16 throu^ 20). 
Examination of the grafted data (Tables 16 throu# 20) of the 
remaining nine edge classifications revealed the same general relationships. 
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No apparently biologically signifieant changes in edge relationshipa 
between 19-41 and 1950 could be detected. 
It is probable that the refinement of an analysis of the forty 
combination comparisons aight have indicated the nature of cover and 
edge changes with more precision than the above qualitative descriptions 
from the grai^ic analyses, but in the writer's opinion it is doubtful that 
detailed procedures would materially alter the present concltision that 
biologically significant changes in t^e area and arrangement of cover 
types have not occurred frcaa 19iU. to 1950, However» the fact that gross 
changes in cover patterns have not occurred does not affect the 
possibility that an adverse cover change for bob-whites may be manifested 
in quality changes ra^er than quantity. 
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Bummt 
1. Objective of the investigetioa was to study factors affecting 
l«"odiiotion of bob-white on the 7713-«or« Decatw County Quail Research 
^ea in south-central Iowa in an attempt to determine the cause» or causes, 
of depressed populaticms (relative to 1935-44) since 1949. 
2. Methods of approach used were nesting studies and analysis and 
comparison of cover patterns and land use, from aerial photographs, between 
19-41 and 1950. 
3. Field work was conducted in residence from March 30 through 
September 15, 1954, and from March 30 through September 1, 1955, 
4. ?h« spring breakup of coveys, {miring, dispersal, nesting and 
brood activities were observed on both an intensive and an extensive 
basis. In the intensive studies, bob-white observation and nest search 
aativities were confined to representative areas of about 400 acres where 
an attempt was made to locate and analyze all nesting attempts. Additional 
data were gathered by extensive methods involving farmer interviews and 
follow-up of observations reported 1:^ farmers. 
5. Two coveys wintered on the 1954 intensive nest search area and 
contained six and nine birds by April, 1954. A third covey of eight 
occassionally ranged into part of the intensive area. 
6. The two permanent coveys occupied ranges of approximately twenty-
five acres each ocsanprised of weedy, native pasture, brushy drainages and 
a hay lot where waste corn was available. 
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7, first "bob-whit®" whistle, associated with the beginning of 
spring breakup of ooveys, was reported on April 11 and heard on April 13» 
195A. 
8. Evidence of pairing and loosening of covey ties was first observed 
on April 13, 1954, bwt farmer reports indicated covey formations on the 
Decatm* Area as l®te as Jtine 3. 
9» ^he last ai#it record of a covey on the intensive area in 1954. 
was on BSay 18. The period of spring break-up, therefore, extended at 
least thirty«-ei#t days. 
10, light pairs of bob-whites were estimated present on the intensive 
area by June 1, 195A. By July 15, seven pairs were believed present. At 
least four bachelor males were present during Jtine and July, 
11, Intensive nest search effort was begun May 4, 195A, and continued 
through August 10. The entire intensive area was searched systematically 
at approximately two-week intervals, with the exceptions of plowed fields 
and the interiors of timbered tracts, 
12, Fifteen nests were foxind ®r reported in 195A* Six were found 
on the intensive area and nine were reported outside the intensive area, 
13, Three nests were located in herbaceous native pasture, four in 
brush pasture, two in fallow sites, four in roadside ditches, one in a 
field edge and one cm the edge of a drainage ditch, 
14^, Sine of the fifteen nests contained eggs. The number of eggs 
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per nest ranged from one to twenty-four. The nest with twenty-fotxr eggs 
was believed to be a "dump nest" used by more than one hen. Seven olutohes 
were believed eoraplete, and ranged froa nine to nineteen eggs, averaging 
14..28» standard deviation+3,-45. Three suedesaful nests hatched sixteen of 
seventeen eggs, nine of ten, and eight of thirteen, respectively. 
15. Cause of nest failure were desertion (seven nests), predation 
(three nests), mowing (two nests). 
16. Two ooveys of five and six were present on the 1954^ intensive 
area in April, 1955. 
17. "Bob-white" whistling and spring break-up of coveys was under­
way by April 1, 1955# CoBparison of dates of blooming, leafing out, etc. 
of several plant species for both 1954 and 1955 indicated a two-week 
advance in plant phenology in 1955 over 1954.. 
18. Because of low bob-flrtiite numbers on the 1954. intensive nest 
search area, nest studies were transferred to a different area where five 
coveys had been known to have wintered. 
19. No field contacts or reports Of covey formation were made after 
April 15, 1955. 
20. Nesting population on the 1955 intensive area did not exceed 
one pair per forty acres in addition to five or six bachelor males. 
21. Two nests were fotjnd during 1955. One was located in a brush 
pasture on the intensive area and hatched ten of twelve eggs on July 1. 
5A 
The other waa located in a l3roffie--alfalfa hay field outside the intensive 
area and contained fifteen hatched eggs when examined. 
22, Observations and/©r reports were obtained on twenty.one broods 
on the Decatur Area in 1954^. lihe siae of thirteen broods of flying age 
ranged from five to fifteen birds with an average of 10.6^ standard 
deviation +:3.13. 
23# Fourteen broods were observed or reported in 1955# Four of the 
broods contained nine, thirteen, fifteen, and fifteen birds, respectively, 
2k, Field e^mminations of cover conditions on l^e Decatur Area 
revealed that cos^ined overgrazing and below average rainfall during 1953 
and 1954 resulted in generally poor cover conditions for bob-white on 
pasture areas during the period covered by the investigation. Nesting 
data fro® earlier investigations and the present study suggests "Khat 
pastures are a fflajea* nest cover type €aa the Decatur Area, 
25. fhe fall bcte-white potentials of 119 north Decatxir Area forties 
were classified as "A", good quail range| "B®, fair quail range; or 
poor quail range, for both 1941 and 1950 from aerial photographs, 
26. In 1941, thirty-six coveys were present on the north area 
compared to twenty-four in 1950, 
27. So fundamental changes in the ratios of "A", "B", and "G" forties 
were apparent from 1941 to 1950, There was a sli^t tendency toward 
greater p«r cent occupancy of Type "A" forties by the coveys present in 
1950 compared to 1941, 
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28, Forty»8«v«n north area forties which contained coveys in 1941 
and/©r 1950 were selected for detailed meaatireHient and comparison. 
29« For each forty the total acres of each cover type per forty, 
and acres of each type per field were aeas\ired using a Bryan Modified 
Acreage Grid, Linear feet of edge between the various types per forty 
was measured with a map measurer. 
30. The cover type and land-use criteria used Included crops* 
pasture, timber, honesteads, wasteland, and unclassified. 
31. The 1941 to 1950 comparisons of area and edge measurements were 
made feat forties occupied in 1941; forties occupied in 1950; forties 
occupied in 1941 and 1950; forties occupied in 1941 but not in 1950; and 
forties occupied in 1950 but not in 1941. 
32. The forty measurements and comparisons seemed to Indicate 1941 
to 1950 changes in both fall covey range and gen^n'al suamer cover and 
edge relationships. 
33* Some mint»* changes in cover and edge relationships were found 
and presented in the various forty combination comparisons. However, no 
fundamental changes in <nrop acreages, field sizes or linear feet of edge 
per forty could be demonstrated which were believed to be of biological 
significance for beb-whites* 
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APPENDIX 
Table 6. Si»iai7 dt eovOT maaurei^ts £r<a 1941 aerial piiotegraifcs forties ©eetipled in 1941 
So. 
Qm«e typ® forties 
Air®, acres 
rf type/ 
forty 
Standard 
deviation 
(acres) 
lange 
(aeres) 
So. 
fields 
ATe. So, 
fields/ 
f cspty 
Ave. Standard 
aeres/ deviatlc® 
field {aeres) 
Ran^ 
(aeres) 
Row ero|® 33 5i65 5.81 0-18.86 1.18 4.78 4.19 0,2-14.72 
Soall grains 33 1.66 3.75 0-17.16 8 0.242 6.87 4.34 3.43-17.16 
Hay types 33 10.68 8.22 0-29.7 44 1.33 8.01 5.73 1-29.70 
Eerbaceoiis 
li^sttare 33 7.72 9.15 0-30 
1 
19 0.575 13.43 7.97 2.02-30.00 
Bru^ pastOT® 33 2.74 5.22 0-18 10 0.303 9.05 5.77 2.^18,00 
Optn tiabar 33 3.09 6.27 0-19.25 9 0.273 11.35 7.18 0.25-19.00 
Closed tiaber 33 2.09 4.73 0-20.75 n 0.33 6.28 6.25 0.75-20.00 
Henestaads 33 0.69 1.08 0-3.5 11 0.33 2.10 0.71 1.10- 3.50 
Wasteland 33 3.56 2.74 0.46-13.7 , 33 1.00 3.56 2.74 0.46-13.70 
Area of forty 33 38.57 1.79 34.7^.81 
Tabl® 7, Snwiary eowp measweaeiits ftrtai 1950 aerial plsotograjdis of feriias oecupied ia 1941 
Cevar typa 
kvm, aeras Standard 
Ho. of tyi^/ deviatiaa Haag® 
fortiaa fcr% (aeres) (acres) 
Ikta per field 
ive, ne, Ave. Standard 
So, fields/ aeres/ deviati^ Range 
fields f&rty field (acres) (acres) 
Row erojm 32 5.43 6»86 0-33.50 34 1.062 5.11 6,08 0.30^33.50 
Smll grains 32 1.14 2.92 0-11.50 - 9 0,281 4.06 3,45 0.62-11,50 
Hay types 32 7.43 8.31 0-22,51 35 1.090 6.79 3,78 1.40-18,00 
Berbaeeous 
pasture 32 10.90 11.09 0-36.50 24 0,750 14.53 9.04 4.10-33.00 
Bni^ pasttsre 32 2,85 5.30 0—18.00 9 0,281 10.24 5.07 3.00-18.00 
Open tifflber 32 1.89 5.21 0-20.00 5 0,156 12.U 7,48 1,75-20,00 
Closed timber 32 3.50 6.37 0-20.75 14 0,437 8.03 7,18 0.70-20,00 
H(»iesteads 32 0.67 1.10 0- 3.50 10 0.310 2,13 0.87 1.10-3, 50 
Wasteland 32 4.23 3.28 .5-12.98 32 0.100 4.23 3,28 0.50-12.98 
Area of forty 32 38.21 1.72 34.37-42.85 
table 8, SraMiiy of cover aeasureaents froa 1950 aerial pfeotograpfcs fertles oeeapied In 1950 
Data f jgty 
Mo. 
Cover ^fpe forties 
Ave, acres Standard 
^ type/ deviatiOB Range 
fOTty (acres) (acres) 
Ave, 00, Ave, Stai^ard 
No, fields/ acres/ deviatiiai Range 
fields fwpty field (acres) (acres) 
Row drops 
Sffiall grains 
Hay ^ pes 
Herl»ceot» 
pasture 
Brush pasture 
Open tiffiftjOT 
Closed ti^er 
H<^steads 
Wasteland 
Area of forty 
23 5.^ 5.^ 0-19.80 29 1.26 4.42 3.61 0.40-17,00 
23 3.61 7.55 0-28.00 9 0,39 9.23 9.58 0.62-28.00 
23 6,4^ 5.90 0-18.90 26 1.13 5.69 3.74 0,78-14.25 
23 7.23 8.10 0-24.25 16 0.695 10.39 7.05 0.63-23.00 
23 3,47 6.39 0-20.^ 7 0.304 11.40 6.66 3.70-20.50 
23 2,89 5.80 0-18.50 5 0.217 13.30 3.46 9.50-18,50 
23 3.13 6,00 0-23.50 7 0.304 10.29 6.82 3.50-23.50 
23 0.77 1.23 0- 3,00 7 0,304 2.54 0.52 1,60— 3,00 
23 4.67 2.78 .5-9.80 23 1,00 4.67 2.78 0,50- 9.80 
23 37.90 4.21 22.37-45.15 
fable 9# Straary of Q&me BeasweMnts trm 1941 aerial jfcotographs of fcrties ocetipied i» 1950 
Ho. 
Cover t^pe fOTties 
km, aeres 
cf type/ 
forty 
Stai^ard 
deviation 
i&eres) 
Range 
(acres) 
So. 
fields 
ive, m, 
fields/ 
f«rty 
km* Standard 
acres/ deTiatii® 
field (aerea) 
Range 
(acres) 
Row erops 23 4.20 5.48 0-15,6 29 1,:^ 3.33 2.75 0,40-11.00 
Soall grains 23 2.21 0-20,4 6 0.26 8.47 7.05 2,10-20,40 
Hay tyi»s 23 9.35 10,17 0-35.0 24 1.04 8.96 IM l,CX)-35.00 
Berbaceims 
pastixre 23 7.23 7,74 0-25.0 19 0.826 8.75 6.73 1,25-25.00 
Brojrib pasture 23 3.33 6.39 0-22,5 8 0.348 9.56 7.77 2.^22.50 
Opeu tifflber 23 4.80 9,47 0-42.0 S 0.348 13.8 11.83 5.00-42.00 
Closed tiffiber 23 1.15 2,72 0- 9.0 4 0,174 6,63 2,43 3.50- 9.«) 
HoBAsteads 23 0.72 1.10 0- 3.0 8 0.348 2.10 0.79 0,62- 3.00 
lastelaz^ 23 4.07 2,60 .5-98 23 1.00 4.07 2,60 0,50-98.00 
Area of forty 23 38.27 3.99 22.75-43.25 
fable 10. ef eover Beasurea^ts trm 194.1 aerial i^otographs of forties occupied in 1941 
ai^ 1950 
Cover type 
Av«. acres Stat^ard 
S©, of type/ ieviatiraa Rai^e 
forties for^ (a®r®s) (aeres) 
,P^ta 
km, no. A*©. Standard 
So, fielda/ aeres/ defiatiiMa Range 
fields for^ field (a^es) (acres) 
%m eroi» 9 4.12 5.43 0-15.60 13 1.44 2.86 2.01 
Simll graiiB 9 1.67 3.30 0- 8.03 3 0.33 5.01 1.82 
Hay types 9 11.77 3.28 0-27.TO 13 1.44 8.15 4.98 
Herbaoeoxis 
pastm'e 9 7.58 7.85 0-25.«5 6 0.66 11.37 6.84 
Brtjsh pasture 9 4.32 7.06 0-18.00 4 0.44 9.73 7.93 
Opea tifflber 9 2.40 4.96 0-13.60 2 0.22 10,80 3.96 
Closed tiiber 9 1.00 0- 9.00 1 0.11 9.00 
H(x^teads 9 0.98 1.24 0- 3.00 4 0.44 2,20 
Wasteland 9 4.17 1.75 1.5-6.22 9 1.00 4.17 1.75 
Area of forty 9 38.37 2.U 34.84-41.2 
- 1.60- 3.00 
Table 11, csf cover aeasureffieRte from 1950 aerial i^otographs of f^ties ooeapi^ ia 1941 
and 1950 
Ho. 
Gof^er type forties 
Ave, acres 
ef type/ 
forty 
Stawlard 
deviatioB 
(aeres) 
Sange 
(aeres) 
lo. 
fields 
Ave. BO. 
fields/ 
fcrty 
Ave. Standard 
aeres/ deviation 
field (amres) 
laiige 
(acres) 
Um eropi 9 AM 2.90 0- 7.40 12 1.33 3.51 2.45 1,80- 7,40 
^11 gralBS 9 2,66 4.01 0- 8.93 6 0,66 3.99 2.98 0,62- 7.50 
lay types 9 7.69 6.84 0-12.00 10 1,11 6,92 3.42 2,00-12.00 
H^baeeoos 
pastor# 9 7.76 7.45 0-23.00 6 0,66 11.63 5.88 6,20-23,00 
Bru^ pasttire 9 4.91 7.56 0-18.00 3 0.33 U.73 3.41 : 11,20-18,00 
Opea tialwgr 9 1.47 —- 0-13.20 1 0.11 13.20 —— 
Closed timber 9 1.89 3.76 0- 9.00 2 0.22 8,50 0.22 8,00- 9.00 
HiMiesteads 9 1.22 0- 3.00 4 0.44 2,53 1.60- 3.00 
Wasteland 9 5.63 2.58 1.6-9.3 9 1.00 5.63 2.58 1.60- 9.30 
Area cf forty 9 38.01 2.05 34.37-41.0 
Table 12, Soaaayy of eover ffleasiffeffleioits fr^ 1941 aerial i&otographs of forties ocinipied in 1941 
but not in 1950 
Ho, 
Cover type forties 
Ave, aores 
ef ty|»/ 
forty 
Standard 
devlaticaa 
(acres) 
ian^ 
(acres) 
Mo. 
fields 
kre, no. 
fields/ 
forty 
At0, standard 
&m:m/ de»iati«® 
field (acres) 
Ra»^ 
(aeres) 
Row crops 23 5.67 5.42 0-16.60 24 1.04 5.43 4.68 0.60-15,00 
Ssall grains 23 1,72 4.00 0-17.16 5 0,217 7.89 5.22 4,68-17,16 
lay "^pes 23 10.65 7.39 0-29.70 30 1,30 8.17 5.68 2,18-29.70 
Herbaeeofus 
pasture 23 8.12 9.63 0-30.00 13 0,565 U.37 8,53 2,02-30,00 
Inrush imstiBre 23 2.25 4.46 0-15.0) 6 0,261 8.61 4.65 3.00-15.00 
C^n tia^M^ 23 3.16 6,85 0-20.00 6 0,261 12.13 8.62 0.25-20.00 
Closed timber 23 2.41 5,32 0-20.75 9 0.391 6.15 6.90 0.75-20.00 
Eoi^steads 23 0.62 1.03 0- 3.50 7 0,304 2.03 0,77 1.10- 3.50 
Wasteland 23 3.U 2.95 ,46-13.7 23 1.00 3.U 2,95 0.46-13.70 
Area of forty 23 38,55 1.65 34.7-42.85 
fable 13. of amm me&mr&mmts fwm 1950 a^ial pfeGtograjtos ef forties c^enpied in 1941 
bat set in 1950 
Ho. 
Cover type forties 
Ave. acres 
of type/ 
forty 
Standard 
deviati«Q 
ia&rm) 
Eange 
(acres) 
Ko. 
fields 
Ave. BO. 
fields/ 
ferty 
Ave. Stai^ard 
&srm/ deviation 
field (acres) 
lauge 
(acres) 
Eew crops 22 5.42 7.98 0-33.50 20 0.91 5.97 7,39 0.85-33,50 
£toll grains . 22 0.91 , 2.69 0-11.50 4 0.181 5.03 4.42 1.50-11.50 
Hay types 22 7.01 8.99 0-33.51 22 1.00 7.01 4.56 1.21-18.00 
Berbaoeous 
pastiare 22 12.68 12.13 0-36.50 18 0.82 15.^ 18.04 4.10-30.00 
Bri^ pasttire 22 2.U 4.12 0-15.00 6 0,272 7,80 4,19 3.00-15,00 
Open tifflber 22 1.80 5.57 0-20,00 3 0.136 13,22 9.99 1,75-20.00 
Closed tiaber 22 4.06 6.70 0-20,75 11 0.50 8.13 8.52 0.70-20.00 
Honesteads 22 0.51 0.97 0- 3,50 6 0.272 1,87 0.94 1,10- 3,50 
Wasteland 22 3.49 3.38 ,5-12,98 22 1,00 3,49 3,37 0.^12,98 
^ea of forty 22 38.17 1.56 35,75-42.85 
Table 14. Bmmrf cover aeasicrtiBeiits firoa 1950 aerial fJjotop-apfes fortit# C5«eiipi#a in 1950 
but sot in 1941 
Ho. 
®©v®p type ffflrties 
km^ aeres 
of ty|»/ 
fcjrty 
Stai^ard 
deviatii^ 
(acres) 
Bange 
(acres) 
So. 
fields 
Awe, no. 
fields/ 
forty 
Ave, Stai^ard 
&erm/ deriatio® 
field (a®res) 
Range 
(acres) 
Rm crops U 6.16 
i 
6.70 0-19.80 17 1,21 5.08 4.19 0.40-11.00 
Snail grains U 4.76 9.20 0-28.CK5 4 0,286 16.65 10.12 6,00-28.C» 
types U 5.09 6.16 0-16,70 15 1,07 4.75 3.9G 0.78-U.25 
H^baoeoas 
l»sture U 6,88 8,75 0-24.25 10 0,714 9.64 7.87 0.63-23.00 
Br^ pasture U 2.54 5.62 0-20,50 4 0.2^ 8.^ 7.84 3.70-20.50 
Open tiaber U 3.81 6.53 0-18.50 4 0.286 13.33 3.99 9.50-18,50 
Closed tiaber U 3.93 7.12 0-23,50 5 0.357 11.00 8.21 3.50-23.50 
Hoaesteads U 0,55 0- 3.50 3 0,2U 2,57 2.20- 3.00 
Wasteland 14 4.05 2,47 .5—9.8 U 1.00 4.05 2.47 0.50- 9.80 
Area of forty U 37.83 5.23 22.37-45.15 
Tabl# 15. Siifflmary of cover a«asur»a®Qts frcw 1941 aerisd itootograpba ©f fsrties ocetipiei ia 19^ 
btrfe aot 1b 1941 
mt# mr — UH .m 
kvem aeres Stairfar3 Ave. iio» Aire. Standard 
Bo, of type/ deviati^ Mngs Bo» fields/ aeres/ deviatio® lange 
Cwer type forties ferty (aeres) (acres) fields feo-ty field (aeres) (acres) 
Row fflrop# U 4.26 5.71 0-15.2 16 1.14 3.72 3.25 0,40-U,00 
Sffiall grai&a U 1.10 3.56 0-13,3 2 0.U3 7.70 7.92 2.10-13.30 
Hay types U 7,86 10.09 0-35.0 11 0.785 10.00 9,85 1.87-35.00 
Herl»ieeoi29 
pasture U 7.00 7.97 0-20.8 13 0.928 7,54 6.59 0,85-20.20 
BnisA) pastiire U 2,68 6.11 0-22.5 4 0.286 9.39 8,83 3,70-22.70 
Open tia^r U 6.34 11.40 0—42.0 6 0.428 14.80 13.71 5,00-42.00 
Closed timber U 1.25 2,64 0— 8.0 3 0,214 5,83 1,84 3.50- 8.00 
Hia^steads U 0,56 0- 3.0 4 0,286 1,95 0,62- 3,00 
Wasteland U 4,01 3.11 .5-9.8 U 1.00 4.01 3.11 0,50- 9,80 
Area d forty U 38.21 4.91 22.75-43.25'' 
fable 16» Bymmj of edge ^ aaaPeaeDts fro® 194^1 and 1950 aerial pfeotop^iAs of forties oecupi^ ^ 
in 1941 
imjita 
Sol Ive,/ Standard Ho, Ave./ Standard 
Mo, aeasore- tm%y defiaticaj Bange Ho. aeastare- fia-ty deviation Range 
Edge type forties oents (ft.) (ft.) (ft.) forties aents (ft.) (ft.) (ft.) 
Row erop & 
3:^9.09 berbaee^is 33 10 638.84 0-23% 32 11 446.87 795.39 0-3400 
Ssall grains & 
herbaoeoiis 33 3 70,00 257.70 0-1320 32 2 37.50 156.06 0- 800 
Hay & 
631.30 796,07 berbaeeo^ 33 20 0.2577 32 11 468.13 873.30 0-3600 
Row crops & 
0^960 brush 33 17 1072.27 1425.31 0-^224 32 18 935.94 1180.5 
Ssall grains & 
bnash 33 8 251.39 508,32 0-1630 32 4 235.75 734.98 0-3400 
Hay & brush 33 25 1:^3.15 1446.78 0-5040 32 21 U50,63 1626.02 0-6400 
Rerbaoeotts 
pasture & 
brash 33 16 968.64 1377,96 0-4290 32 20 1400.00 1352.59 0-4400 
Row crops & 
I5O.31 hay 33 9 351.69 713.61 0-2970 32 7 296,01 0- 860 
^11 grains & 
h«y 33 A 97,00 302.52 0-1386 32 2 52.25 255.19 0-1400 
Sb»11 grains & 
row OTops 33 2 49.70 203.16 0- 990 32 3 95.00 303.57 0-1200 
fable 17# Suamry of edge rnmmaremntn from 1950 and 194^1 aerial {ijotoprajtos of forties ecewpied 
ia 1950 
IW mLMk 
Ho* Ave./ Standard So* Ave./ Staniard 
Noj aeaa«re- forty deviati*® laoge Ho* meastire- forty deviatiiaa Eauge 
Edge type forties aents (ft.) (ft.) (ft.) f^ties menta (ft.) {ft.) (ft.) 
Row eropi & 
herbaceous 23 10 466.95 667.58 0-2200 23 4 1^.56 366.16 0-1188 
Saall grains & 
kerbaeeoiis 23 4 256.52 605.33 0-1920 23 3 121.96 338.22 0-1320 
Hay and 
berbaeeous 23 5 304.35 804.24 0-3600 23 11 442.91 842.63 0-3537 
Eo* crops & 
brtisb 23 15 1346.52 1564.60 0-6000 23 10 981.13 U33.98 0-^24 
Saall graiBs & 
brui^ 23 5 300.87 TTJ^Tl 0-3400 23 5 283.22 669.59 0-2574 
Hay & brtu^ 23 15 \wi,y^ 1875.70 0-^000 23 15 921.74 912.07 0-3402 
Herbaceoias 
pasture & 
brush 23 15 1359 43 1374.31 0-4500 23 16 1499.13 U15.21 0-4488 
Bov crops & 
hay 23 8 263.48 406,40 0-1320 23 7 3U.26 700.18 0-2970 
Saall grains & 
hay 23 A 97.00 302.52 0-1386 23 5 164.13 352.97 0-1056 
Small grains & 
row erops 23 2 113.04 375.75 0-1400 23 0 
Table 18. SiawMa-y &!! edge «eas\ire»ents frm 1941 and 1950 aerial fitotographs of forties oecupied 
ifi both 1941 and 1950 
imjsta 
Ko, Ave./ Standard io, Ave./ Standard 
Ho. aeas^re- forty deviation l^n^ Ko. aeas'ure- forty deviaticm Ran^ 
Edge type forties i»nts (ft.) (ft.) (ft.) forties aenta (ft.) (ft.) (ft.) 
low crops & ' 
herbaoeocffl 9 2 205.33 428.30 0-1188 9 4 5^.66 791.71 0-2200 
Saall grains & • 
berbaoeoixi 9 1 146.60 9 1 88.80 
Hay & 
berbaeeoiis 9 6 518.89 719.78 0-2310 9 3 511.11 1179.45 0-3600 
Row crops & 
brui^ 9 4 887.33 1277.38 0-.3498 9 6 925.55 839.06 0-2100 
Smll grains & 
brush 9 2 210.44 539.45 0-1630 9 2 422.22 1124.49 0-3400 
Hay & brush 9 7 1065.55 1043.88 0-3402 9 8 1728.88 1123.67 0-3600 
herbaceous 
pasture & 
U79.66 bruE& 9 8 1048.95 0-2970 9 7 1244 .a 1944.96 0-2160 
Row crops & 
hay 9 3 437.11 978.58 0-2930 9 3 216.66 341.54 0- 860 
Snan grains & 
hay 9 2 162.78 345.90 0- 980 9 1 155.55 
Small grains ft 
row crops 9 0 9 1 133.33 
fable 19* Swmasy dT edge i^snreaests ttm 1%1 and 1950 aerial pfeotop^afAs of forties oceiipied 
ia 1941 bat uot in 1950 
mi imisSa 
No. Are./ Standard Ho. Ave./ Standard 
idge type 
No. measure-- forty deviatl®B Range So, measure- forty deviati0B Range 
forties aents (ft.) (ft.) (ft.) fifties i©nts (ft.) (ft.) (ft.) 
How oro|» fit 
0-2376 berbaeeo^ 23 7 351.09 709.47 22 7 410.00 798.50 0-3400 
Saall grains & 
herbaeeoi:^ 23 2 43.04 151.04 0- 6^ 22 1 18.18 
May & 
herbaceous 23 13 688.39 849.93 0-2577 22 7 408.18 741.59 0-2460 
Row crops & 
brtish 23 12 1007.61 1375.42 0-4520 22 11 827.27 1217.68 0-4960 
i^U grains 6 
brush 23 6 278.35 500.63 0-1716 22 2 167.27 5a.55 0-1880 
Hay & brush 23 17 U29.83 1597.05 0-5040 22 12 1306.00 1835.36 0-6400 
Herbaceous 
pasture & 
larush 23 7 710.35 1450.28 0-4850 22 X3 1527.27 1513.81 0-4400 
Row (o'ops & 
bay 23 7 434.00 738.57 0-1980 22 4 130.00 285.51 0— 840 
Small grains & 
hay 23 2 75.47 294.84 0^1386 22 1 18.18 
Small grains ft 
ro* crops 23 2 71.30 241.74 0- 990 22 2 83.63 271.82 0-1000 
fable SuBi^ry of eige aeas«re»nts ttm 1950 aiK! 1941 aerial jtootograi^s d ferties oeeupied 
in 1950 bat not 1941 
I9g9 %% , 3.94?-
I©, Ave,/ Stanflard So, Ave./ Stai»lard 
Bo. aeasOTe- farty iefiati^i Range Ho* aeasure- forty devlatic® Range 
Idge type forties aents (ft.) (ft.) {ft.) forties Bents (ft.) (ft,) (ft.) 
Bow cro|s & 
herlMiceous 34 6 390,00 593.44 0.1760 u 2 13G.U 334.09 0-1030 
Saall grains & 
herbaeeocts 14 3 364.28 737.82 0-1920 u 2 106.07 271.56 0- 825 
Bay It 
herbaceous 14 2 171.43 435.77 0-1200 14 5 394,07 936.05 0-3537 
Bow eropi & 
14 9 1617.14 1872.95 0-6000 U 6 ioa.43 1570.33 0-4224 
Saall grains & 
U 3 222.85 478.38 o-uoo U 3 330.00 757.40 0-13^ 
Hay & bruj^ U 7 1184.29 1393,79 0-4000 U 8 829,29 844,80 0-2112 
Herbaceous 
pasture & 
Isrusb U 8 U32.86 1647.85 0-4500 U 8 1512,93 1646.76 0-4488 
Ecwr esrops & 
0-1650 hay 14 5 293.57 453,02 0-1320 14 4 235,29 472.43 
Small grains & 
hay 14 3 211.43 427.49 0-1200 14 3 165.00 370.42 0-1056 
SbblII grains & 
ro* crops 14 1 100.00 •PM U 0 
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PART n. FACTORS AFFECfING WHISTLING BEHAVIOR 
INTRODOCnOK AKD REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Th® roaiside whistle count census technique was devised by Bennitt 
(1951) for use in Missouri. Inasmuch as a primary objective of the 
behavlOT jdiase &£ the present investigation was to analyze bob-white 
whistling behavior in relation to the roadside whistle count technique 
for use on southern Iowa bob-white range, the method will be discussed 
briefly. 
As designed aij^ used in Missouri, the roadside whistle count required 
the services of a large number of observers. Bach observer was assigned a 
pre*determined "station" consisting of about thirty ndles of all-nwejitbor 
road. Counts were made during the first hour after sunrise on any two 
calm, dry days between July 13 and 19. Each "station" was laid out wholly 
within a imjor soil type. 
At the first observation at the starting point at sunrise, the observer 
recorded the number of birds giving the bob-white whistle. This was 
repeated at one-mile intervals along the "station" during the hour* At 
the start and finish of the counts "Oie observer recorded relative cloudiness, 
wind velocity in miles per hour according to the Beaufort scale, and 
temperature. At each stop he recorded type of road, mileage, and time* 
Bach stop required two or three minutes, and during the hour j^om eif^t 
to sixteen stops, averaging thirteen, were made. 
Although it h^d been determined that some mated cocks whistled, the 
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bulk of whistling activity was carried cm by unmated males (Stoddard, 1931). 
The whistle oountsy therefore, provided an index to the ntimber of tin-
mated males in the populations being studied. 
Later, call indices (the average ntMjber of birds heard whistling per 
atop) were computed on a ssoogeographical regional basis and on a statewide 
basis. The call indices were used as population indices in predicting 
hunting success (the average number of bob-whites bagged per gun hour) 
on both a regional end statewide basis. 
Sxaainstion of several year's data revealed no correlations between 
whistling and cloudiness, road type, wind velocity within the limits used 
(under eighteen miles per hour), or relative humidity. Call indices were 
corrected for temperature by bringing all values to parity with those of 
the cororaonest temperattire interval, 70-7^.5® F, 
Other states using the roadside whistle count technique in recent 
years include Iowa (Stempel, 1955), Indiana (Reeves, 195^^), West Virginia 
(Wingard, 1952), and Ifessachusetts (Ripley, 1953). In Massachusetts, 
> 
Ripley and Garvin (1955) have combined whistle coxints and cover studies 
in order to evaltiate cover type preferences of bob-whites. 
Objective of the behavior studies was to record and interpret daily 
and seasonal variation in bob-whi;|e whistling patterns in relation to daily 
changes in weather, seasonal cliMitic changes, nesting {Penology, individtial 
behavior, and other factors* Where applicable, the data obtained have 
been interpreted in terms of the roadside whistle count technique in an 
IK 
effort to determine and evaluate soijrces of variation and potential err<a* 
in the method in its tiee in southern Iowa. 
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STUDY mEA &m JffiTHODS OF IHVESTIGATION 
The whistling behavior studies were eonduoted on the same Beoattir 
Conanty Qraail Eesearoh Area as were l^e nesting and oover sttidias (Part !,)• 
Whistle data were oolleoted frc® July 9 to August 6, 195A» and froa June 
1, to August 2f 1955, at two listening stations (Fig, 3). One station was 
located in the SSI lA of Seotloo 11, Woodland Township* The other was 
located in the M 1/4 of Section 13, Woodland Township. Tests by Bennitt 
(1951) dewonstrated that the average radius of audibility of the "bob-
white" whistle was 0.46 miles, and that only under exceptionally favorable 
conditions did the whistle carry for as much as one mile. Since the two 
stations on the Decatur Area were approximately one and one-half miles 
apart, there was no overlap in the birds heard whistling at each station* 
Section 11 station was situated sli^tly below the brow of a noriii-
facing hillside and overlooked a large drainage agrstem* The physical 
looatlon of the station was excellent as it was on hi# ground relative 
to points southwest to east. Intervening high ground and a woodlot south 
and southeast reduced listening efficiency from these points. Listening 
efficiency is defined as the ability of the observer to hear bob-white 
whistles that were not masked by intervening topographical features or 
by competing sources of noise, f&c instance, other birds, bawling cattle, 
machinery, etc. However, since most whistling activity at this station 
was concentrated in and about drainages north, east, and ^st of the 
observer, the reduced listening efficiency south and southeast was of 
minor consequence. 
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Section 13 station was situated on a hilltop adjacent to a road* 
Originally, the station was located on the east side of the road at the 
site of an abandoned farmaite. As there were several trees at the original 
location, the station was noved west the road and about five rods north 
to reduce interference fl^oa wind-rustled vegetation. As the station site 
was slightly higher than the surrounding terrain, listening efficiency was 
equal froM all directions. 
IHtring t^e sunaer of the writer was assigned the services of a 
full-time field assistant* It was possible, therefore, to obtain data 
frcmt the two stations sinultaneously. Observations were nade daily between 
July 9 and August 7 frcoi one half hour before sunrise to two hours after 
sunrise. 
Weather measureaents were obtained at the writer*8 place of residence 
in Woodland at the beginning and end of each daily count. These included 
air temperature and wet-bulb depression (for oomputlng relative hunddity, 
absolute humidity, and vapor pressure deficit) by means of a sling psy-
chrometer, dewfall by means of a Buvdevanl dew block, wind velocity by 
means of a Taylor hand anemometer, precipitation by means of two eight-
inch non-recording gauges, and nebulosity, estimted as 0 - 10, clear to a 
completely overcast sky. The before az^ after readings for each factor 
were later averaged. Bm'ing the course of each count, changes in any 
weather factor were noted on l^e field sheets at the time of occurrence. 
In 195U$ weather observations were made at the writer's place of residence 
in Woodland located apprcnelmately 0.5 and 1.75 miles from Stations 11 and 
13,- respectively. 
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As the serviooa of a field assistant were not available during 1955» 
the writer alternated his daily counts between the two stations. In order 
to obtain ncxre aoourate weai^ber data, measiirenents w«re made at the stations 
before and after each oount. jSb the instruments were available, it was 
possible to measttre weather ehanges during the eourse of a oount 
qmntitatively* Examination of the grained 195A data indicated that 
counts idiould be started earlier in the season. Therefore, daily counts 
were begun June 1, and were terminated August 2, 1955* Because of the 
great variation in whistling during the halfohour before sunrise, "tiais 
interval was eliminated and daily counts were made front sunrise to two 
hours after sunrise# 
Bach minute of the 320>mimite oount was listed in the left hand 
column of the fi«ld sheets (Fig, U)» These were grouped into five-minute 
Intervals beginning with the first minute (sunrise)• Whistling activity 
was recorded as followst The total number of birds whistling during eaoh 
one-minute interval was listed in the total column, l^oh bird whistling 
during the minute was tallied as soon as it was identified, kn attempt 
was made daily to record individual whistling i^tterns and movements for a 
few close, loud, or otherwise distinctive whistlers, For these birds the 
actual whistles per minute per bird were tallied in the column assigned 
to the individual. Notes on their whistling locations and movements were 
entered in the right-hand column. 
During eaoh five-minute interval the total birds whistling were 
separated aw ixMlivlduals* The birds for which whistles per minute data 
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were being recordei were already separated as individuals in their 
assigned ooly»ns« Others were distingtiished by assigning symbols indicating 
the oompass direction from whioh the birds were heard whistling (Fig« 
NE, SW, s). Two or siore birds whistling from the sane general direotion 
diaring a fiveHsinixte interval were separated by nuobering duplioate 
symbols (Fig, A, SK, 1®^). By means of this system of recording data it 
w&a possible to ooapvite call indices f<^ each of 120 one-minute intervals, 
sixty two-«inute intervals, ffflcty threenainvite intervals, thirty four-
mintite intervals and twenty-foar five-mimite intervals* 
fhtss, in Fig. 4, six birds whistled diaring the first five-minute 
interval* Two whistled during the first minute, two during the second, 
foOT during the third, five during the four-tti, and three dwing -ttie fifth, 
fhree birds whistled during ^ e first twonninute interval, six during the 
second, eto. 
Since the two-, three-, and four-minute Intervals frequently were 
comprised of parts of two o<»iourrent five»minute intervals, care was taken 
to retain individual identities from one five-minute interval to the next 
insofar as possible. 
As a result of the detailed separation of whistling individuals, it 
was possible to summarise each daily count into a large variety of cchb-
ponent call indices for purposes of comparison and analysis both within 
and between daily counts. Bach daily summary consisted first of tabulating 
the call indices for each of 120 one-minute intervals, sixty two-minute 
intervals, etc., as indicated above, fhese were then summed over various 
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time ooisbinations and averaged, fhe follewing presentation of results 
will deal with call indices Ooaputed for on©-, two-, three-, four-, and 
five-«imite intervals dtiring the following tine oonbinationst (1) Minutes 
1-120 - sunrise to two hours after sunrise, (2) Minutes 1-60 - first hour 
after sunrise, and (3) Minutes 61-120 - second hour after sunrise. 
u 
RESttt.TS CF INVBSflOATION 
Statistical ijaalyses 
Th© mean number, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation of 
bob-whites heard nftiistling for each one- to five-ninute interval starting 
at suisrise and stopping 120 minutes after sunrise were computed for the 
data for Section 11 and Section 13 fw 195^^ and 1955 (Table 21). With 
one exception, the coefficients of variation decreased as the length of 
the interval increased from one to five ninutes. In the 1954. Section 11 
data (Table 21A) the four-minute interval had the smallest coefficient of 
variatiwj (52,9 per cent) althou^i it differed by only 0,4. per cent froa 
the five-minute interval (53.3 per cent). 
In general, there was considerable difference between the coefficients 
of variation of the «me- or two-ainute intervals and the coefficients of 
the -Uaree-, fow-, and five-ainute intervals particularly in the 195-4 
data (Table 21). Hiese differences ranged fro« 23.9 per cent between the 
one- and foia—lainute intervals in the 1954^ Section 11 data (Table 21A) to 
2,7 per cent between the one- and five-minute intervals in the 1955 Section 
13 data (Table 21D), In contrast, the coefficients of variation of the 
three-, four-, and five-minute intervals varied only from 7,4^ per cent 
in the 1954 Section 13 data (Table 21B) to 1,2 per cent in the 1955 Section 
13 data (Table 210), It was apparent that there were only minor differences 
in the value of data in the three-, four-, and five-minute intervals. 
Considered in conjunction with the roadside whistle count technique, these 
results indicate that three-, four-, or five-minute stops furnish more 
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Table 21, Bob-white whistling data for Section 11 and Section 13 stationa, 
1954 and 1955, sunrise to 120 rainutes after sunrise 
Tine Mean no. birds whistling Standard Coefficient of 
A. Section 11 station, July 9 to August 5» 195A 
1 minute 1.36 tl.OM 76.8 
2 Biinute 1.8i^ +1.288 66,^ 
3 minute 2.36 +1.423 60,3 
U minute 2.70 +1.427 52.9 
5 iBinute 2.99 t;1.594 53.3 
B, Sectiaa 13 station, July 9 to August 5, 1954 
1 Biinute 1.57 ±1.023 65.2 
2 minute 2.04 +1.133 55,5 
3 minute 2.40 +1.188 49.5 
4 minute 2.70 +1.258 46.6 
5 ndnute 2.90 +1.304 ^ U.9 
C, Section 11 station, June 4 to July 30, 1955 
1 minute 1.14 +0.6036 52.9 
2 minute 1.43 ±0.7106 59.5 
3 minute 1.66 +0,8015 48.1 
4 minute 1.87 +0.9054 48.4 
5 minute 2.05 +0.9406 45.9 
D. Secticai 13 station, June 1 to August 2, 1955 
1 minute 1.59 ±0,4064 40.1 
2 minute 1.99 ±0.5964 38.7 
3 minute 2.32 +0.8013 38.6 
4 minute 2.54 ±0.9271 37.9 
5 minute 2.74 £1.0538 37.4 
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reliabla inforaation than do one- or two-minut© stop». In addition» the 
minor differences beti^raen the three-, fow-, and five-winute interval data 
indicate that there is little to be gained in extending the stops fron 
three to foiar or five ainutes* In fact, the gain in information per stop 
probably wotald /not compensate for the loss in data resulting from longer, 
and thus fewer, stops. 
Analyses of variance were computed for the 195-4 Section 11 and Section 
13 data (Appendix, Tables 28 throu^ 37)» The data analyzed were the bob-
whites heard whistling during each one- to five-minute interval for twenty-
seven days between July 9 and August 5# The twenty-seven days were divided 
into three nine-day periods. In the analyses, days were those within any 
of the three periods, and hours were the first versus the second hour after 
sunrise on any given day. The purpose of the analyses was to analyse the 
sources of variation In whistling as related to periods, days, and hours. 
Since no consistent relationship could be found between daily call indices 
and concomitant weather data from graphic inspection of these data, the 
call indices were not corrected for possible weather variations. The 
variation between minutes within days within hours was used as an estimate 
of error. 
Periods furnished a significant component of variation in each of the 
ten analyses, reflecting normal seasonal diminishing of whistling activity 
as the nesting season progressed. Days within periods were also significant 
indicating considerable day to day variaticm in whistling activity within 
each period. This was probably due at least in part to daily variation in 
weather. 
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In Missouri, Bennltt (1951) found that whistling activity was greater 
dwing th® first hoiar after sunrise than during the second hour. 
Examination of call indices of the one- to five-minute intervals over the 
first and second hours for both the Section 11 and Section 13 data for 
195A (fable 22) revealed that in general the call indices for the first 
hoar were greater than those for the second hour. There were, however, 
frequent exceptims to this pattern. For example, on a given day all of 
the first hour call indices might be smaller than those for the second 
hour, or only the one- and two-minute interval indices of the first hour 
might be smaller. Fwther, the differences between the call indices of 
the first and second hours in the Section 13 data were generally greater 
than those in the Section 11 data* 
In the analyses of variance, hours were significant in each of the 
analyses for Section 13, whereas hours were significant for only the one-
minute interval analysis tor Section 11. It was possible that the 
significant hours component of variation for the one-minute interval for 
Section 11 reflects a difference in basic whistling p«ttern8 of bob-whites 
at the two stations. 
The interaction periods times hours was significant for the one-
minute analysis for Section 11 and for the one- and two-minute analyses for 
Section 13. 
The significant interaction of hours tln»s days within periods in 
each of the analyses revealed that whistling activity of bob-whites was 
Table 22, SuMiayized ceBparisoo of call indices, first versus second li0ta' after sunrise, 1954 data 
e^ll Second hoar call indices 
I mil). 2 sin* 3 nin. 4- lin* 5 min, I lin* 2 sin, 3 sin, 4 sin. 5 sin. 
Period int. int. int, int. int. int, int, int* int. int. 
A. Section 11 station 
July 9-17 2.12 3.24 3.92 4.62 5.06 2.43 3.28 3.87 4.32 4.83 
July 19-27 1.05 1.49 1.91 2.18 2.49 1.12 1.61 2.02 2.29 z.ez 
July 28 to 
1.65 Aug. 5 0.76 1.06 1.31 1.48 0.65 0.92 1.11 1.31 1.47 
Average 1.31 1.93 2.38 2.76 3.06 1.40 1.92 2.33 2.64 2.97 
B. Section 13 statical 
July 9-17 1.95 2.62 3.03 3.35 3.63 1.72 2.24 2.69 2.99 3.15 
July 19-27 1.81 2.46 2.86 3.25 3.62 1.76^ 2.25^ 2.61 2.92. 3.01, 
1.98* 2.53* 2.94 3.28* 3.39 
July 28 to 
1.60 Aug, 5 1.32 1.89 2,21 2.29 0.84 1.09 1.32 1.46 1.64 
Average 1.69 2.23 2.59 2.94 3.18 1.44 1.86^ 2.21^ 2.46^ 2.60. 
1.51* 1.95 2.32 2.58* 2.73 
%liminatiBg July 19, second hour, with 0*0 call indices due to local thunderstorm 
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greater dtirlng the first hour than during the second, and vice versa for 
different days within a given period and between the three periods* 
The analyses thws demonstrated that there was considerable dally and 
seasonal variation from the pattern of greater whistling activity during 
the first hour after sunrise than during the second hour. Changes in 
weather factors during the course a two hour count, for example, a 
brief rainstoorm or period of high wii^, were responsible for part of 
the variation, but the data obtained were not stifficient to permit 
quantitative evaluation. 
Satisfactory explanations for the observed variations in whistling 
delineated in the above analyses are largely undetermined so that much 
remains to be studied on the whistling behavior of bob-^whites. The com­
ponent of variation due to periods probably may safely be asstuned to be 
the normal seasonal decline in whistling behavior of "^e bob-white. 
Results of the components of variation due to days within periods, hours, 
periods times hours, and hours times days within periods are at present 
sub;Ject to biological speculation. Weather factors were probably important 
and increased emphasis was given to this phase gS the study in 1955. 
Another factor may be a physiological stinrulation of one whistling bob-
white on another. Also, the importance of differences in sex and age 
ratio and seasonal movements of bob-whites in the vicinity of the two 
stations has not been determined and mi|^t prove helpful in providing a 
biological explanation for these important components of variation. 
It was postulated that daily variation in call indices might have 
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resulted froia concurrent daily variation in weather. From graphic 
inspection of call indices and averages of weather measurenents nade at 
the start and finish of each daily count for both 1954 and 1955, three 
weather variables that appeared to be most consistently related to whistling 
activity were selected for statistical analysis (Appendix, Tables 38 
through Al). fhese were tessperature, wind velocity, and vapor presstire 
deficit. Simple correlation coefficients were computed for the three-
minute interval call indices over each daily two hour count and each of 
these weather variables (Table 23) • The threenainute call Indices were 
used Inasnuch as these appeared to be the most useful time Interval in 
relation to the roadside whistle count technique* 
Table 23, Correlation coefficients between three-minute call indices and 
weather factors, 195A and 1955, Stations 11 and 13 
Year and 
station Wind Temperature 
Vapor 
la^essure 
deficit 
Absolute 
humidity Nebulosity Dewfall 
1954, 11 -.0789 .5026** .6539** -.3937* -.3475 
1954, 13 -.4616* .2002 .1752 -.1349 .3200 
1955, 11 -.3340 -.1390 -.1899 .5071 .0230 .2200 
1955, 13 -.2020 -.5740** -.2720 -.5109** .0037 -.0029 
*Signlfleant at 5 per cent level 
**Slgnlfioant at 1 per cent level 
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Correlation coefficients were also computed for absolute humidity and 
nebulosity for 195A and 1955 and denfall for 1955 (Table 23). Partly because 
of the inconsistent pattern of positive and negative coefficients, as in the 
case of absolute humidity fcsr 1955, and j»rtly because the values were very 
small, as in nebulosity and dewfall for 1955, these relationships were 
considered to have little or no biological significance. 
The correlation coefficients fear the 195^ data were negative for 
wind and positive for temperature and vapor paressure deficit. Wind was 
statistioally significant for the Section 13 data, while temperature and 
vapor pressure deficit were significant for the Section 11 data, Each of 
the coefficients was negative for the 1955 data, and only temperature for 
the Section 13 data was significant. In view of the fact that weather 
measurements in 1954- ware made at 0,5 and 1,75 miles from Sections 11 and 
13 stations, respectively, it is possible that the weather data used in 
the correlation analyses were not representative of actual conditions at 
the stations. This may account in part for the variation between 
correlation coefficients for the two stations. The 1955 weather data, 
and the resulting correlation coefficients, were presumed to be more 
representative of weather conditions inasmuch as measurements were made 
at the station sites. 
Since it was possible that two or more weather variables interacted 
to produce an effect on bob-white whistling patterns, the method of 
multiple linear regression was used to examine the influence of wind, 
temperatwe, and vapor pressure deficit as independent and multiple 
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factors f®r Idit® 1955 Ssotion 11 and Section 13 data (Appendix, Tables 
/i.0 and Ul) • fhe equation. 
X ® a +• ^1^2^ ^2^2 ^ ^3^3' 
was used* In 'tibia equation, X « mean number of bob-whites heard whistling 
per three-»inute interval during the first two hours after sunrise (Call 
Indices)» s wind velocity, %2 ~ temperature, and s vapor pressure 
deficit. 
For the Section 13 data the equation derived for the three variables 
wasi 
r • 6,633?17+ (-..05ii066)X^+ (-..06l245)X2 + (.OgWS)!^. 
The coefficient of multiple correlation, R, which measures the degree 
of linear association among dependent (7) and independent (X^, X2, X^) 
variables, was significant at the five per cent level (R = ,595} ® 05 " 
•523, 24 D.F.), R^, or the ji-oportion of the sua of squares of the 
dependent variable which is explained by the multiple regression equation, 
was .354^2, or 35.42 per cent. In other words, 35.42 per cent of the daily 
variation in call indices was attributable to the effects of the three 
weather factors at Section 13 ataticMB in 1955. 
From t~tests significance of the calculated b values it was found 
that b2 (temperature) was significant at the one per cent level (t s 3.06; 
^ 01 * 2.79, 24 D. F.) while b^^ (wind) Mid b^ (vapor pressure deficit) 
were not significant. Froaa this it was apparent that of the three variables, 
temperature was most important in accounting for daily variation in 
whistling. 
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Th® oalouXated multiple regression equation for th« data from Section 
II wasI 
I « 2.382066-»-(«.109683)Xj^+{-.003387)X2-^ (-1.8A3689)X3. 
The eoeffioient of multiple regression, R, was not statistioally 
signifioant (R = .362; • .552, 21 D, P.). R^ was found to be .1313, 
thtus, only 13.13 per cent of the daily •ariation in whistling at Section 
11 station ooald be attributed to the three weather variables. T-tests 
of the b values were all non-significant• 
In order to further examine the possible effects of the three weather 
variables in whistling, the data from Section 11 and 13 were pooled and 
subjected to multiple regression analysis. 7he equation derived for the 
pooled within station data wasi 
I = 4.856904 ^"(•.08A121)XI-^-(-.039038)X2+(.338507)13. 
fhe multiple R was signifioant (R = ,U6f = .379, 49 D. P.). 
R was .1986, so that only 19#86 per cent of the variation in whistling 
was due to weather. Only the bg value (temperature) was significant 
(t as 2.38s t,o5 ® 2.00, 49 P.)» Results of the pooled analysis, there-
fco'e, are similar to those from the Seoti(m 13 analysis and reflect the 
significant negative correlation between temperature and call indices 
found in the Section 13 data. 
From a grai^io inspection of the three-minute call indices and 
corresponding temperature observations, there were indications that daily 
variation in call Indices may be confounded with seasonal trends in 
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temparattire and with seasonal decline in whistling behavior and/or with a 
movement of whistling bob-whitea aymy from the station. The latter 
hypothesis is supported by two apparent level of call indices in the 
Section 13 data (Table i^l). The Section 11 data did not indicate any 
sharp decline in bob-white whistling behavior and had a weak negative 
correlation with temperature (Tables 23 and AO), Therefore, the 
significant correlation between temperature and call indices for the 
Section 13 data may be spurious, 
Chae of the basic assumptions implicit in the multiple regression 
analysis technique is that the independent variables (X) are fixed or 
are measured without errcar (Ostl®, 1954). measurements obtained for 
wind (X;]^) may not have fulfilled this requirement since the measurements 
did not account fe«* high gusts. In the writer's observations it was found 
that whistling activity diminished and frequently ceased entirely dtiring 
periods characterized by gusty winds. Then, too, wind velocities in 
excess of eight miles i^r hour are considered to be critical 3n crowing 
counts Gi ring-necked pheasants (Kimball, 19-49). Assuming the same to be 
true in call indices of bob-whites, only two mornings out of the fifty-
three recorded in 1955 had wind velocities in excess of eight miles per 
hour (Tables 40 and 41). Undoubtedly, had hi^er wind velocities been 
encoiantered in 1955 a significant correlation would have been found between 
this weather factor and bob-white call indices. 
Vapor pressure deficit was strongly correlated with air temperature 
in "Uie two sets of data. Hence, little reduction in variation of daily 
call indices was made by including this factor. 
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In stimnaryt assuioing that all of these weather variables were of 
inportance in the variation of bob-whit© call indices, the examination of 
the pooled within multiple regressicsi for the two stations revealed that 
less than twenty per cent of the daily variation in whistling was aeoounted 
for by neaourei^ents of wind, temperatixre, and vapor pressure deficit. 
Certainly additional field studies are in order before positive conclusions 
oay be made concerning the effects of weather on bob-white whistling 
behavior. 
Qualitative Considerations of Whistling Behavior 
Many unpredictable and uncontrollable environnental factors affected 
the whistling behavior of bob-whites, and hence the quality of data 
obtained during the i^istle counts, these included weather, farm and 
road noises, other birds and insects, and the behavior of the bob-whites 
thefflselves. 
fhe effect of hi^ winds nay be considered fron two standpoints; 
its effect on the observer, and on the bob-whites. Sudden gusts of wind 
frequently caused the writer to lose auditory contact with whistling bob-
whites. Sometimes sudden variatiiaa in wind velocity and/or direction 
altered the ap|»irent direction from which a bird was whistling, or changed 
the tone of the whistles so that it seemed a different bird had begun 
whistling. 
The main effect of wind, however, was on the birds. On mornings 
when the wind was consistently high (averaging six to eight miles per hour) 
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or charaoterlzed by frequent high gusts» the birds were inactive. Al­
though the writer did not ex|iect to hear distant bob-whitea whistling on 
windy morningsf he did expect to be able to hear those whistling within 
one«Kiuarter «ile of the listening posts. At no time during 195A and 1955 
were wind conditions such as to prevent hearing close whistlers; yet on 
mornings oharaot<»'ized by sustained hi^ winds (above six miles per hour) 
or gusts, few birds were heard whistling. Further those birds that whistled 
did so only for shewter intervals, frequently stopping after one or two 
complete whistles. Whistle counts should probably not be attempted when 
winds average greater t^an six to ei^t miles per hour. 
the effect rainfall during a count was similar to that of wind. 
A lig^t sprinkle or driaale did not appear to appreoiably affect the 
whistling behavior of bob-whites. Heavy showers resulted in cessation of 
whistling activity. 
Li^t mist had no observable effect on whistling. During dense fog^ 
however, whistling activity virtually ceased. 
Noises produced by automobiles, trucks, farm machinery, and live­
stock affected the efficient gathering of data principally by reducing 
listening efficiency. Bob-whites were not disturbed, nor was whistling 
dimipted, by the presence of grazing livestock. The aj^arance of humans 
in an area containing whistling bob-whites resulted in cessation of 
whistling activity. If the person or persons remained quiet and did not 
move about, whistling resumed, usually within five or ten minutes. The 
bob-white which ceased whistling at the appearance of humans did not 
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change positlcm tinlesa flushed. At the Section 11 station, whistling 
was disrupted for from five to ten minutes northeast of the listening 
post on most mornings a farmer rounding-up oows. Bob-whites whistling 
from that area stopped while the calling and movement of the farmer 
persisted. When he departed whistling was resumed, usually within five 
minutes. Usually the bob-whites were heard whistling from the same 
positions unless the farmer chanced to pass close enough to flush the 
individuals. 
Interference by other birds was another source of confusion. The 
principal effect wis in reduced listening efficiency from the combined 
singing and calling of the various species,. Occasional Individuals were 
particularly troublesome. At Section 11 station it was necessary to remove 
a small shrub used as a scaag perch by a field sparrow (Splzella pusilla). 
The shrub was about twenty feet from the listening post and competition 
from the sparrow was considerable, 
Gardinals (Msilissism SMMmMSl) presented the greatest problem. 
These were abundant on the study area and the noise of their idiistling 
frequently masked the calling of all other birds, including bob-whites. 
Imitation of the bob-white whistle by other species, particularly 
cardinals, on the study area, is a potential source of confusion,' An 
inexperienced or careless observer could be confused easily. An experienced 
and alert observer should have no difficulty in differentiating quail from 
other birds. 
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Lootists iB nearby vegetation, and housefliea on and about the 
observer were another rainor souroe of irritation and confusion. 
The greatest source of oonfuaion in obtaining aoeixrate oounta of 
whistling *®s found in the behavior patterns of the individual bob-whites* 
Hxi attempt was made at the beginning of the study to obtain a reoord of 
the actual whistles per minute of most of the birds whistling. This was 
inpossible except for a few distinctive whistlers such as one bob-white at 
Seoti<»Q 11 station in 1954 with a hoarse tone, and one at Section 13 in 
1955 with a clipped, rapdily repeated iriiistle. 
Individual bob-whites did not whistle during the entire period of 
counting. Near did individmls whistle consistently from the same locations. 
Iside from the influence of weather and human disturbances, great 
variation was evident in the duration of whistling, and in movements. 
Twenty-seven reliable records of individual whistling patterns over 
entire two-hour counts were obtained during 195A and 1955 (Tables 24 and 25 ) •  
For twenty-three of these it was possible to plot the movements made during 
the course of the count (Tables 26 and 27). 
In summariaing the records in Tables 24 and 25, silent inteirvals are 
those during which the individual was silent three ©r more minutes. Total 
whistling times are based cai the 120 minutes of the two-hour dally count. 
These were found to range from thirty-one to 105 minutes of the 120 minutes. 
Individuals whistled fro® one to nine times per minute, with averages 
ranging from 4.17 to 1.82 whistles p^ minute over the entire calling 
Table Stiaaai^ of indiiddtial bob-white whistling patterns recorded during first two heftars after 
sunrise, 1954 
Date and 
statical* 
fetal 1^, 
bird 
whistled 
Total Bin, 
bird was 
silent 
lo. of 
#iistling 
internals 
Ko. of 
silent 
intervals 
Ato. leng^ 
of whistling 
interfals 
(ainutes) 
Ave, length 
d silent 
inter^l 
(wintttes) 
Ave, no, of 
irihistles per 
sinu^ 
July 13 {11) 100 20 3 4 33.31 5.00 3,^ 
July U (11) 79 a 8 7 9.87 5.85 2.35 
Jtily 20 (13) 105 15 3 3 35.00 5.00 2.96 
July 27 (11) 47 73 3 4 15.66 18,25 2,74 
July 28 (11) 54 66 5 6 10.80 11.00 2.53 
July 29 (11) 40 80 7 6 5.71 13,33 2.44 
*(ll) s Seoticas 11 station, (13) s Section 13 ataticat 
fabl« 25. Suaaary of individual bob-white irijistling pettoras recorded dtiring first two hours after 
mmrisB, 1955 
Ave, length Ave. length 
Total Bin. Total »in. Mo. of Ho. of ^ whistling ef silent Ave. no. of 
Ikte and bird bird was whistliBg sileist intenwils interval whistles per 
station* iriiistled silest intervals intervals (Miimtes) (Bintites) aimite 
imm 1 13) 32 88 6 8 5.30 11.00 2.96 
5 13) 74 46 4 5 18.50 9.20 2.58 
7 13) 69 51 5 6 13.80 8.50 2.66 
9 13) 47 73 4 3 11.75 24.30 3.20 
13 13) 61 59 4 5 15.25 11.80 2.29 
U 11) m 32 5 5 17.60 6.40 2.63 
15 13) 72 48 2 2 36.00 24.00 3.68 
16 11) 79 41 3 3 26.60 13.60 3.18 
17 13) 99 21 3 4 24.75 7.00 2.90 
22 11) 43 77 2 3 21.50 25.70 3.48 
23 13) 41 79 4 5 10.25 15.80 2.^ 
23 13) 50 70 6 7 8.33 10.00 1.82 
26 11) 98 22 4 4 24.50 5.50 2.56 
Jtily 15 13) 97 23 4 5 24.00 4.60 4.17 
19 13) 57 63 8 8 7.12 7.99 2.32 
21 13) 32 88 5 5 6.40 17,60 4.05 
21 13). 52 68 5 6 10.40 11.30 2.96 
23 13)•• 101 12 3 2 33.66 6.00 3.94 
23 13)** 95 18 4 3 23.75 6.00 2.90 
29 13) 31 89 5 5 6.20 17.80 2.74 
31 13) 63 57 6 7 10.50 8.10 2.95 
*(11) « Section 11 station, (13) s Section 13 statioo 
**113 ainiites ooly 
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Table 26, Movement of individual bob-white quail during first two hours 
after sunrise, 1954. 
Bate and 
station* 
Ho. times 
bird changed 
position 
Longest 
move 
(feet) 
Shortest 
move 
(feet) 
Average 
distanoe 
per move 
(fe«t) 
Greatest distance 
moved from 
original position 
(feet) 
July 13 (11) 4 800 125 306 1300 
July U (11) 1 800 800 800 
Jtily 20 (13) 6 440 175 285 800 
July 27 (11) 1 880 880 880 
July 28 (11) 1 440 — uo uo 
July 29 (11) 4 800 440 585 1200 
*(11) = Section U station, (13) - Section 13 station 
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Table 27« Movements of Individual bob-iriiite quail during first two hours 
after sunrise, 1955 
Bate and 
station 
No, times 
bird changed 
position 
Longest 
move 
(feet) 
Shortest 
move 
(feet) 
Average 
distance 
per move 
Ue«t) 
Greatest distance 
moved from 
original position 
(feet) 
June 1 13) 3 600 200 400 1000 
June 5 (13) 1 300 300 300 
June 7 (13) U 500 220 355 900 
June 9 (13) 3 525 300 425 525 
June 13 (13) 2 600 200 400 600 
June 15 (13) 2 800 MO 620 1000 
June 16 (11) 1 400 1 400 400 
June 23 (13) 2 400 250 325 550 
June 23 (13) 2 500 300 400 500 
June 26 (11) 2 800 440 620 800 
July 15 (13) 2 350 220 285 500 
July 19 (13) 3 220 175 190 520 
July 21 (13) 5 575 100 260 550 
July 21 (13) 0 
July 23 (13) 2 750 650 700 1300 
July 23 (13) 0 
July 31 (13) 3 800 200 466 1000 
*(11) « SeotiTO 11 station, (13) = Section 13 station 
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interval (Tables Zk and 25). Average length erf whistling intervals within 
the Individual records ranged from 5.3 to 33.66 minu^i^ 
The of individual »oveai©nts during a two-hour cotajt ranged 
froffi none to six (Tables 26 and 27), These moves ranged from 100 to 880 
feet. Within the course of a two-hour count. Individuals moved as much 
as 1300 feet from the location where they were first recorded* 
Many instances were recorded of individuals which moved from 150 to 
500 feet and resumed whistling immediately. The moves were completed 
within two to three minutes« 
Bob-whites generally whistled from elevated perches. These perches 
ranged from a three-foot fence post to the top of a 100-foot tree. A 
change of position by a bird on a perch frequently altered the tone and 
apparent direction from which the bird was whistling. 
lOA. 
SBMMARI 
1, Objective ef the stwdy was to record and interpret the daily 
and seasonal whistling patterns o£ the bob-white in relation to changes 
in weather, nesting phenology, individual behavior and other environiaental 
factors< 
2, Vhistle counts were nade daily in 1951* on the Decatur Area from 
July 9 to August 6, fro® one-half hour before sunrise to two hotirs after 
sunrise at two listening stations (Sections 11 and 13). In 1955 daily 
counts were alternated between the two stations and were made from sun­
rise to two hours after sunrise fros June 1 to August 2, 
3, By separating whistling bob-whites as individuals during each 
five-minute interval over the entire count it was later possible to compute 
call indices for each one-» two-, three-, fotir- and five-ninute interval 
over each dally count* 
4« For twenty-seven close, loud, or otherwise distinctive whistlers 
the actual whistles per minute and movements of the individual during the 
count were recorded, 
5. Weather observations, including temperature, wind velocity, 
vapor presswe deficit, absolute humidity, dewfall, and nebulosity, were 
made at the start and end of each daily count« 
6. 7he mean number, standard deviation and coefficient o£ variation 
were computed for each one- to five-minute interval over the first and 
second hour after sunrise for the Section 11 and 13 data for 1954^ and 
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1955. In general, the coeffioient of variation decreased aa the length 
of the interval was Inereaaed front one- to five-ninutes. 
7, There was a wider range of differenoea between the coeffioients 
of variation of the one- or two-®imate intervals and those of the three-, 
four-, 0P five-aimate intervals (23.9 to 2,7 per cent) than between the 
ooefficients of the three-, fow-, or five-minute intervals (7.A to 1,2 
p«p eent), 
8, 1%e ninor differences between the ooeffioients of variation of 
the three-, fotir-, and five-minute intervals indicated that the three-
minute interval would provide the most information in a roadside whistle 
count. 
9, the one- to five-minute call indices for twenty-seven days, 
separated into three nine-day periods, for the Sections 11 and 13 1954 
data were subjected to analyses of variance. The components of variation 
examined were periods, days within periods, hotirs (first vs. second after 
sunrise), and the interaction periods tines hoars, and hours times days 
within periods. 
Periods were statistically significant in each of the ten analyses 
and was ascribed to normal seasonal decline in whistling activity. Days 
within periods were also significant in each analysis indicating con­
siderable day to day variation in whistling activity within each period. 
Hours were significant for each of the analyses at Section 13, but only 
for the one-minute Interval at Section 11, The interaction periods times 
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hours waa Bignifioant for th« one-minute analysis for Seoticm 11 and for 
the one- and two-«lnute analyses for Section 13. The Interaetion of 
hotxrs tines days within periods waa signifieant in eaoh of the analyses 
indicating that whistling activity of bob-whites waa greater dtaring the 
first hour than during ttie seoond, and vice versa for different days 
within a given period and between the three periods, 
10, Although in general the first hour call indices were greater 
than those of the second hour after sunrise dixring the study» the above 
results of the oomp<»ients of variation fcnc hotrSf periods times hours, and 
hours times days within periods indicated that there was considerable 
deviation from this {»tt«rn. Biological explanations for these deviations 
were not obtained during the study. Factors n^lch may be important and 
are in need of further Investigation include weather, fdiysiological 
stimulation of one whistling bird on another, and differences in sex and 
age ratios and movements of bob^nrhltes at the two stations* 
11, To determine whether the signifieant component of variation due 
to days within periods was a result of concurrent day to day changes in 
weather, the daily three-minute interval call indices for 195it and 1955, 
Sections 11 and 13, were correlated with averages of weather measurements 
made at the start and finish of each daily count. Weather faot<»'8 used 
were wind velocity, temperature, vapcr pressure deficit, absolute humidity, 
nebulosity, and dewfall. Ho biological relationships could be found In 
the correlation coeffloients for absolute humidity, nebulosity, and dewfall. 
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12, The correlation eoeffieienta for wind were all negative, and the 
one fca* the 1954^ Section 13 data was significant. The coefficients for 
wind and vapor pressure deficit were all positive for 195^ and negative 
for 1955. Temperature and vapor presstire deficit were significant for 
Section 11 in 195A while temperature was significant for Section 13 in 
1955. 
13* The independent and combined effects of wind, temperature and 
vapor pressure deficit on daily three-minute interval call indices was 
examined Toy the method of multiple linear regression for the 1955 data 
for the two stations, 
lA, Only 35.42 per cent of the daily variation in whistling at the 
Section 13 station could be attributed to weath«r. A hi^ly significant 
value for temperattare accounted for moat of the variation. Ctf the 
variation at Section 11 station, 13.13 per cent was due to weather, and 
none of the weather variables was significant, 
15. Multiple regression analysis of the pooled within Section 11 and 
13 data indicated that only 19.86 per cent of the variation in whistling 
was due to weather. Temperatiire was significant in the pooled analysis 
reflecting the high value found at Section 13• 
16. The possibility that daily variation in call indices may have 
been confotinded wi'Ui seasonal trends in temperature and with seasonal 
decline in whistling and/or movements of birds away from the station is 
supported by two apparent levels of call indices at Section 13 but not 
at Section 11, 
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17, A basic assiimption in multiple regression analysis that the 
independent ^arables (X) are fixed or are measured vitbotit error say not 
have been fulfilled with regard to wind, since the measto'ements did not 
account for gusts. Further, only two nornings out of fifty-three dhiring 
1955 had wind a<verages been above eigjit niles per hour. It was believed 
that with more hi#er wind records a significant correlation mi^t have 
been found between call indices and wind. 
18. Z«ittle reduction in variation of daily call indices was made by 
including vapor pressure deficit since this factor was found to be hi^ly 
crarrelated with temperature* 
19• Unpredictable and uncontrollable envircmnental factors affecting 
whistling behavior of bob^whites during the course of a two-hour count 
included weather, farm and road noises, other birds and insects, and 
individual bob-white behavior. Sudden gusts of wind frequently resulted 
J -
in losing auditory contact with whistling bob-whites, ^larp changes in 
wind direction and/or velocity frequently altered the apparent direction 
from which a bird was whistling cnr changed the tonal quality of the whistle. 
Iharing periods of high average wind velocities (above six to eight miles 
per hour) the bob-^hite whistling activity ceased. Lii^t sprinkles or 
drizzles had no apparent effect on bob-white whistling, but whistling 
ceased during heavy showers. Whistling activity ceased dviring dense fog 
but was not affected by light mist. 
20, Road noises, farm machinery, and livestock activity interfered 
with the observer but did not appear to affect bob-white whistling behavior. 
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Bob-whites oeased whistling while hufflana were moving about In an area but 
resumed whistling within five or ten minutes if the humans were quiet, or 
after they had left, 
21, The combined singing and calling of other birds around the 
stations frequently made it difficult to hear bob-whites and/or distinguish 
the direction from which they had whistled, 
22, fwenty-seven individual bob-white whistling pattern records 
over entire two-hour counts were obtained dtsring 1954 and 1955# 
23, The average number of minutes individual birds whistled during 
a two-hour cotmt ranged from thirty-one to 105. Whistles per minute per 
bird ranged from one to nine, with averages ranging frcra 4.17 to 1,82 
whistles per minute over the entire two-hour count, 
24, The number of moves by individual bob-whites during a count 
ranged from none to six, fhe moves ranged from 100 to 800 feet. Individuals 
were observed to move frcMJ 150 to 500 feet and resume whistling within 
two or three minutes. Bob-whites invariably whistled from elevated perches 
ranging from three-foot fence posts to the top of 100-foot trees. 
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Table 28, Analysis of variance of one-minute intervals, quail whistling 
data, July 9 to August 5, 195i^, Section 11 station, sunrise to 120 
minutes after sunrise 
Source of variation D.P, S,S. M.S. npii 
Periods 2 1436.4840 718.2420 658.93 
Days/periods 24 794.9889 33.1245 30.38' 
Hours 1 5.1361 5.1361 4.71 
Periods x hours 2 25.8741 12.9370 11.80 
Hours X days/periods 24 179.78U 7.4909 6.87 
Minutes/days/hours 3186 3472.6167 1.0900® 
Total 3239 59U.8812 
^Estimate of error for testing significance 
**'Signifioant at ,01 level 
Table 29. Analysis of variance of two-minute intervals, quail whistling 
data, July 9 to August 5, 195^, Section 11 statical, sunrise to 120 
minutes after sunrise 
Source of variation D.F. S.S, M.S. M.s, • : 
Periods 2 U88,9420 744.4710 372,2355 
Days/periods 24 619.2370 25.8015 12,9008 
Hours 
Periods X hours 2 4.2704 2.1532 1,0676 
Hours X days/periods 24 186.7630 7.7818 3,8909 
Minutes/days/nours 1566 2597.3333 1,6586 ,8293' 
U8.855** 
15.556** 
1.275„. 
4.691 
Total 1618 4896.5457 
®Estimate of errcr for testing significance 
Significant at ,01 level 
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Table 3P. Analysis of variance of three-ninute intervals, quail whistling 
data, ^ uly 9 to August 5, 195-4# Section 11 Station, siinrise to 120 
minutes after sxinrise 
Source of variation D.F, S.S, M,S, M.S. • 3 "F" 
Periods 2 U17.9686 708.9843 236,3281 350.32A* 
Bays/periods 2A A62.3iU4 19.26ii-4 6.^215 9.518** 
Hours 1 1.4815 1.A815 .4938 .7319 
Periods X hours 2 4.9685 2.4842 .8281 1,227 
Hours X days/periods 24 U3.0000 5.9583 1.9861 2.944** 
WLnutes/days/hours 1026 2076.5000 2.0239 .6746® 
Total 1079 4106.2630 
^Estimate of error for testing significance 
*%igiiiflcant at .01 level 
fable 31. Analysis of variance of four-adnute intervals, quail whistling 
data, July 9 to August 5# 1954, Section 11 Station, sunrise to 120 
minutes after sunrise ' 
Source of variation U.F. S.S. M.S. M.S. • 4 "F" 
Periods 2 1370.8618 685.4309 171.3577 336.655' 
Days/periods 24 463.3333 19.3056 4.8264 9.482 
Houirs 1 3.2111 3.2111 .8028 1.577 
Periods X hours 2 6.4963 3.2482 .8120 1.595 
Hours X days/^riods 
Minutes/days/hours 
24 129.9259 5.4136 1.3534 2.658 
756 1539.0667 2.0358 .5090® 
fotal 809 3512.8951 
^Istiaate of error for testing significance 
••significant at .01 level 
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Tabl® 32. Analysis of variance of five-minute intervals, quail whistling 
data, July 9 to Augiist 5» 1954, Section 11 Station, sunrise to 120 
ninutes after atinriae 
Source of variation D.F. S.S. M.S. M.S. • 5 «F« 
Periods 2 1232,8611 616.4306 123.2861 242.736** 
Eteys/periods 24 385.2220 16.0509 3.2102 6,279 
Hours 1 4.3349 4.3349 .8670 1.707 
Periods X hours 2 11.3549 5.6774 1.1355 2.235^, 
Hours X days/^riods 
Minutes/daysAours 
24 124.5186 5.1883 1,0377 2.043** 
594 1509.5833 2.5397 .5079® 
Total 647 3266.8750 
cilstimate of errctt- for testing significance 
**Signifioant at .01 level 
fable 33, Analysis of variance of one-idnute intervals, quail whistling 
data, July 9 to August 5, 1954, Section 13 Station, sunrise to 120 
ninutes after sunrise 
Source of variation B.P. S.S. M.S. MfW 
Periods 
Days/periods 
Hours 
Periods X hours 
Hours X daya/^eriods 
Minutes/days/hours 
2 
24 
1 
2 
24 
3186 
394.0686 
20U.8203 
46.2250 
24.4463 
326.1871 
3331.7833 
197.0343 
83.9508 
46,2250 
12,2232 
13.5911 
1.0458® 
188.701 
80.274** 
44.201** 
11.688** 
12.996** 
Total 3239 6137.5306 
®EstiBate of errcsr for testing significance 
^^Significant at .01 level 
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Table 3A» Analysis of variance of two-mintite intervals, quail whistling 
data, July 9 to August 5, 195A, Section 13 Station, stinrise to 120 
minutes after sunrise 
Soaroe of variation B,F, S,S, M.S. M.S. • 2 - "F" 
Periods 2 383.7827 191.89U 95.9457 
MM 
149.564** 
Days/periods 24 1558.3963 64.9332 32.4666 50.610** 
Hours 1 47.7062 47.7062 23.8531 37.183** 
Periods X hours 2 9.9901 4.9950 4.9551 7.724** 
lours X days/^riods 
Minutes/days/hours 
24 238.07(K 
2009.200b 
9.9196 4.9598 ' 7.732** 
1566 1.2830 .6415* 
/ 
Total 1619 4247. U57 
^Estimate of error for testing signifioanoe 
**Signlfio«nt at .01 level 
Table 35. Analysis of variance of three-minute intervals, quail whistling 
data, July 9 to Atigust 5» 1954, Section 13 Station, sunrise to 120 
minutes after surarise 
Somrce of variation P.F. S.S. M.S. M.S. • 3 11^11 
Periods 2 346.5389 173.2694 57.7564 122.755' 
Days/periods 24 1290.8279 53.m5 17.9282 38.105 
Hours 1 38.1565 38.1565 12.7188 27.032 
Periods X hours 2 4.8574 2.4287 .8095 1.720 
Hours X days/periods 24 218.06U 9.0859 3.0286 6.436 
Ifinutes/days/nours 1026 1448,1500 1.4115 .4705* 
Total 1079 3346.5917 
^Estimate of error fear testing significance 
*»Signifioant at ,01 level 
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Tabl® 36» Amji^sls of variance «f fourHoiimte intervale, qxiail whistling 
data, July 9 to August 5» 195A» Section 13 Station, sxinrise to 120 
fflinutoa aft»r sunrif* 
Source of variation D,F, S,S» M.S. M.S. • A "F" 
Periods 
Days/periods 
Hours 
Periods X hours 
Hours X days/periods 
Minutes/days/ftours 
2 312.8667 156.4334 
24 1189.2222 49.5509 
1 43.6346 43.6346 
2 5.1283 2.5642 
24 202.1704 8.4238 
756 1196.2667 1.5823 
39.108ii 98.959** 
12.3877 31.313** 
10.9086 27.57^** 
Mil 1,621 
2.1060^ 5.323** 
.3956* 
Total 809 2949.2889 
^Estinate of errca- for testing significance 
**Sigiiifloant at ,01 level 
Tal)le 37. Analysis of variance of five-ninute intervals, quail whistling 
data, July 9 to August §, 1954-, Section 13 Station, sunrise to 120 
fflinutes after sunrise 
Source of variation D.F. S.S. M.S. M.S. • 5 "F" 
Periods 2 282.4198 U1.2099 28.2419 
Days/periods 24 1073.4351 44.7265 8.9453 
Hours 1 62.8164 52.8164 10.5633 
Periods X hours 2 1.1974 0.5987 .1197 
Hours X days/periods 
Minutes/days/bours 
24 175.1946 7.2998 1.4600 
594 1009.4167 1.6994 .'3999® 
Total 647 2594.4800 
83.088** 
26.317** 
31.078** 
.3521 
4.295** 
Estimate of error for testing significance 
"•Significant at .01 level 
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Table 3B» Three-minute bob-white call indices and corresponding wind 
velocities, temperatur® and vapor presstire deficits for Section 11 
station, 1954. 
Wind velocity Temperature Vapor pressure 
Bate Call index {miles per hour) (degrees F.) deficit 
9 4.10 2.50 65.00 .2395 
10 A.05 4.25 73.00 .3615 
11 3,00 6.50 76.00 .3570 
12 5.25 3.25 78.00 .4230 
13 4.63 0.00 74.00 
-— 
U 4.33 2.75 82.00 
15 3.03 5.00 71.00 
16 2.83 2.25 71.00 .2670 
17 3.88 2.50 74.50 .4505 
10 
— •  
19 1.20 2.50 74.00 .2110 
20 2.68 1.75 81.50 .3780 
21 2.55 4.00 72.00 .0260 
22 0.68 3.50 70.00 .0480 
23 2.93 0.00 72.50 .0645 
24 2.33 1.50 70.00 .0250 
25 1.60 2.37 72.00 .1795 
26 1.85 2.13 70.50 .2565 
27 1.88 2.12 69.00 .2310 
28 2.08 5.37 73.00 .2750 
29 1.68 2.75 69.00 .0535 
30 1.35 4.37 73.50 .1070 
31 1.30 3.87 70.00 .0595 
1 0.63 1.12 66.00 .0430 
2 1.55 2.25 69.00 .0470 
3 0.68 1.87 67.00 .2055 
A 1.95 2.75 73.00 .2345 
5 0.56 4.25 71.00 .0250 
6 1.13 4.25 67.00 .1340 
1 
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fable 39. fhree-»lnute bob-white call indices and corresponding wind 
velocities, temperatiires and vaptjr pressure deficits fcjr Section 13 
station, 1954 
Wind velocity Temperature Vapor pressure 
Date Call index (miles per hour) (degrees F.) deficit 
July 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
2.48 
1.48 
1.28 
3.03 
4.98 
2.50 
4.25 
6.50 
3.25 
0.00 
65.0 
73.0 
76.0 
78.0 
74.0 
.2395 
.3615 
.3570 
.4230 
U 
15 
16 
17 
18 
4.00 
2.55 
4.15 
1.85 
2.75 
5.00 
2.25 
2.50 
82.0 
71.0 
71.0 
74.5 
.2670 
.4505 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
1.00 
2.35 
1.48 
1.10 
3.93 
2.50 
1.75 
4.00 
3.50 
0,00 
74.0 
81.5 
72.0 
70.0 
72.5 
.2110 
.3780 
.0260 
.0480 
.0645 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2.30 
3.93 
4.00 
4.55 
2.68 
1.50 
2.37 
2.13 
2.12 
5.37 
70.0 
72.0 
70.5 
69.0 
73.0 
.0250 
.1795 
.2565 
.2310 
.2750 
29 
30 
31 
Aug, 1 
2 
1.83 
1.33 
2.55 
2.15 
1.20 
2.75 
4.37 
3.87 
1.12 
2.25 
69.0 
73.5 
70.0 
66,0 
69.0 
.0535 
.1070 
.0595 
.0430 
.0470 
3 
4 
5 
6 
0.83 
1.10 
0.83 
1.00 
1.87 
2.75 
4.25 
4*25 
67.0 
73.0 
71.0 
67.0 
.2055 
.2345 
.0250 
.1340 
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Table JiO. Three-minute bob-white oall indices and corresponding wind 
velocities, teraperatures and vapor presstire deficits for Section 11 
fetation, 1955 
Wind velocity Temperattire Vapor pressure 
Date Call index (miles pear hour) (degrees F.) deficit 
June 2 
A 
6 
8 
10 
12 
U 
16 
18 
20 
22 
2A 
26 
28 
30 
July 2 
I 
6 
8 
10 
12 
U 
16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
1.60 2.88 61.00 .0540 
1.70 1.25 57.75 .0590 
•iillHII 
0.80 2.33 51.50 .0345 
1.65 8.50 53.50 .0750 
1.90 1.50 51.75 .0765 
2.80 0.00 58.50 .1055 
1.60 2.88 68.50 .1780 
2.10 0.50 64.25 .0730 
2.93 0.00 61.75 .1050 
2. AO 0.00 62.50 .0755 
0.55 6.10 64.50 .1680 
0.08 6.25 73.75 .1310 
1.00 4.75 74.75 .1360 
2.-45 2.13 73.00 .1070 
2.20 3.75 69.50 .0365 
3.18 4.83 76,50 .1965 
0.75 1.30 70.50 .1620 
1.33 0.00 69.00 .0960 
l.i^O 2.33 67.50 .0785 
2.40 1.00 69.50 .1075 
1.43 0.00 73.50 .0970 
2.05 1.25 78.00 .2160 
1.80 3.00 77.75 .2290 
1.13 0.38 79.25 .2675 
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Table Thre0»minute bob-whit© call indices and eorreaponding wind 
velocities, teaperatures and vapor pressxxre deficits for Section 13 
station, 1955 
Wind velocity Temperature Vapor pressure 
Date Gall index (miles per hour) (degrees F.) deficit 
June 1 1,A3 10.63 6^.00 .1390 
3 3.70 5.85 67.50 .0675 
5 2.35 6.25 61.25 .0650 
7 3.13 4.75 52.25 .0735 
9 3.95 0.75 51.25 .1150 
13 3.03 1.50 19.25 .0325 
15 3.80 0.00 56.00 .0870 
17 AUB 5.13 64.00 .1500 
19 3.15 0.50 65.75 .0755 
21 1.13 7.20 67.50 .1635 
23 2.18 3.13 58.00 .1560 
25 
27 2.10 4.13 64.50 .1275 
29 2.59 5.08 67.50 .0570 
July 1 1.76 0.75 68.25 .1275 
5 1.23 2.08 71.25 .1025 
7 1.98 5.00 72.00 .0895 
11 1.53 3.75 76.25 .1270 
13 2.38 1.25 69.50 ,2065 
15 1.95 4.50 68.50 .1325 
17 1.98 2.50 68.25 .0695 
19 1.30 1.75 72.00 .1025 
21 2.65 2.17 76.00 .1420 
23 2.35 0.00 75.25 .0845 
25 2.10 6.25 71.50 .0515 
27 2.35 6.25 78.00 .2625 
29 1.45 3.44 78.25 .2215 
31 1.53 4.50 79.00 .1620 
Aug. 2 1.35 1.88 75.50 ,1390 
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